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Abstract
City-scale 3D reconstruction is an exciting challenge of modern computer vision. Access to dynamically adjusted semantic 3D city models will facilitate
better decisions in urban planning, tourism development, catastrophe response
management and many other areas. However, as modern cities are changing
rapidly, the algorithms to perform such reconstructions should be automated,
so that the models can be always kept up-to-date.
In this thesis we focus on large scale 3D reconstructions from images and suggest several methods for analyzing noisy city models.
First, we present a method for improving image feature matching. A rich and
quickly growing source of information for urban 3D image-based modeling is
photographs taken by the crowd. However, as the number of images grows, so
does the complexity of matching them. One of the possible ways of mitigating this complexity is selecting the feature candidates more carefully. Semantic image segmentation has undergone significant advances recently, and we
demonstrate how even noisy semantic segmentation can facilitate the matching.
The quality of images taken by smartphones is a second topic addressed in this
thesis. Despite recent advances in mobile photography, the quality of pictures
taken with smartphone is still poor compared to that of high-end cameras. Improving image quality can boost the quality of 3D reconstruction. In this thesis,
we suggest a method for translating ordinary photos into DSLR-quality images
using a convolutional neural network.
We also look at ways of analyzing a noisy 3D city model at the building and
city scales.
To analyze point clouds at the building scale, we suggest a method for decomposing buildings into semantically meaningful and geometrically consistent parts that we call Architectural Structural Elements (ASEs). Such compo-
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nents, being robustly detectable, correspond to the actual building parts. Our
method combines symmetry and model-based cues.
Finally, we analyze city-scale point clouds to find the buildings that stand out,
i.e. the ‘landmarks’, and automatically build tourist maps based on such analysis.

Zusammenfassung
3D Stadtrekonstruktionen sind eine spannende neue Herausforderung der modernen Computer Vision Forschung. Der Zugriff auf dynamisch angepasste
semantische 3D Stadtmodelle vereinfacht Entscheidungsfindungen in Bereichen wie Stadtplanung, Tourismusplanung und Katastrophenmanagement, sowie in vielen weiteren Gebieten. Allerdings verändern sich moderne Städte
zusehends, daher ist es wichtig die zur Stadtrekonstruktion benötigten Algorithmen zu automatisieren, damit die Modelle stets aktuell sind.
In dieser Arbeit konzentrieren wir uns auf grossformatige 3D Rekonstruktion aus Fotografien und empfehlen verschiedene Methoden zur Analyse von
automatisch-erstellten Stadtmodellen. In erster Linie präsentieren wir eine Methode zur Verbesserung des Matchings von Punkten im Bild (Features). Eine
ausgiebige und schnell wachsende Datenquelle für 3D basierte Modelle von
Städten sind von der Bevölkerung aufgenommene Bilder. Allerdings steigt die
Schwierigkeit des Matchings mit der zunehmenden Menge an Bildern. Eine
Möglichkeit diese Komplexität zu simplifizieren besteht in der sorgfältigen
Auswahl von möglichen Kandidaten. Semantische Bildsegmentierung hat in
jüngerer Zeit erhebliche Fortschritte gemacht und wir zeigen wie selbst imperfekte semantische Segmentierung das Matching vereinfachen kann.
Die Qualität der Bilder von Smartphones ist ein weiteres Thema dieser Arbeit. Trotz neuer Fortschritte in der Entwicklung von Kameras ist die Qualität
der Bilder von Smartphones weiterhin niedriger im Vergleich zu hochklassigen Spiegelreflexkameras. Eine verbesserte Bildqualität hat aber das Potential
die Qualität der 3D Rekonstruktion zu steigern. In dieser Arbeit besprechen
wir eine neue Methode zur Transformation gewöhnlicher Fotos zu jenen von
Spiegelreflexkameras mit Hilfe eines Convolutional Neural Network.
Ausserdem behandeln wir verschiedene Wege zur Analyse von verrauschten 3D Stadtmodellen in der Grössenordnung von Gebäuden und Städten.
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Um 3D Punktwolken ganzer Gebäude zu analysieren, zeigen wir eine Methode zur Segmentierung von Gebäuden in semantisch sinnvolle und geometrisch konsistente Bauteile, die wir Architectural Structural Elements (ASEs)
nennen. Solche Komponenten sind robust und entsprechen den eigentlichen
Gebäudeteilen. Unsere Methode kombiniert ebenfalls symmetrische und formbasierende Informationen.
Als letzten Beitrag analysieren wir 3D Punktwolken ganzer Städte, um herausstechende Gebäude zu lokalisieren, diese als Orientierungshilfen zu nutzen,
und so automatisch Touristenkarten zu erstellen.
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1
Introduction
1.1

Photography: from inception to large-scale 3D reconstruction

Since the invention of photography, the amount of taken pictures per timeframe
is continuously growing. It was only a bit more than a century ago when having
only a couple of pictures taken during the entire life of a human was not uncommon. Taking photographs required skills and bulky expensive equipment,
and usually the pictures were taken by a professional photographer.
As the technology was developing and portable cameras such as Argus C3
became mainstream in the first half of the XXth century, photography became
much more widespread.
This was the time when photography became user friendly, allowing taking pictures without much training. It became totally possible to create sizable photo
albums containing hundreds of pictures, capturing the lives of their owners in
great detail. Still, the photographer was limited to the number of frames the
loaded film would have, which rarely exceeded 36. Due to this limitation, it
was rare for amateur photographers to take pictures of the same object or scene
multiple times.
Although the amount of pictures taken with film was growing (see Figure 1.1),
they were still captured in analogue fashion and printed on paper. Even when
cheap household scanners capable of digitizing film and pictures have emerged,
it was not common to bring the photographs to the computer representation.
The lack of sufficient digital data was hindering the development of techniques
for automatic image processing and understanding.
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Figure 1.1: Number of pictures taken per year since the inception of photography until modern days [InfoTrends, 2014; Good, 2016].
It was the two inventions of the end of the XXth century that completely revolutionized the way pictures are taken and perceived: the digital camera and the
mobile phone.
Cameras, coupled with practically unlimited storage capabilities, made the
price of taking a single image infinitely small. To capture a single object or
a scene, many camera users would take dozens of pictures, eliminating the
need of aiming for a good shot. Mobile phones equipped with cameras have
guaranteed that a device to capture the scene of interest will always be around.
Now the pictures are taken ubiquitously and continuously, bringing analogue
photography to a decay (see Figure 1.1, right side of the plot for illustration).
Photographs nowadays are capturing more and more mundane aspects of everyday life, from eating habits of the camera owner to their everyday morning
looks. The majority of them are taken not with a dedicated camera device but
with a mobile phone (See Figure 1.2).
Although, on one hand, the unprecedented amounts of image data produced in
the recent years has made the value of a single picture negligible, the amounts
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Figure 1.2: Distribution of devices used to create photographs (excluding professional photographers) for previous years and projection to 2017 [InfoTrends,
2014].
of digital photographs taken on a daily basis made completely novel areas of
knowledge emerge — one of them being large-scale 3D reconstruction.
Creating 3D models of cities by computer vision techniques is greatly facilitated by the growing amount of pictures taken every day. In Figure 1.3, we
show the names of the top 10 locations where Instagram pictures are taken.
Eight out of ten are urban areas. This is mainly caused by the fact that people
are taking many pictures near city landmarks during vacations and city trips.
However, even ordinary city streets usually have high picture support (see Figure 1.4).
The photographs captured by mobile phone users, coupled with other methods
of acquiring large-scale geometry (such as country-scale laser scanning with
aircraft [Van Oosterom et al., 2014]), are an exciting source of city-scale 3D
models [Vanhoey et al., 2017].
Once a 3D model of a city is created, this can help solving many urban problems, including efficient traffic routing, catastrophe response management, cultural heritage preservation, city navigation and so on [Biljecki et al., 2015].
The task is therefore two-fold: first, facilitating better large-scale 3D reconstruction, and analyzing the resulting potentially noisy models. In this thesis,
we present contributions to both of these problems.
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Times Square, New York City
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Las Vegas Strip (Las Vegas)
Santa Monica Pier (LA)
Brooklyn Bridge (NYC)
VDNKh (Moscow)
Figure 1.3: List of the most instagrammed locations of 2016. Apart from the
first two, other locations are city landmarks or urban scenes [O’Hare, 2016].

1.2

Structure of the thesis

This thesis covers a range of topics related to city-scale 3D reconstruction and
analysis.
Chapter 2 presents a novel method facilitating quicker image-to-image feature matching. Inter-image feature matching is an essential part of
the Structure-from-Motion pipeline [Hartley & Zisserman, 2004] that
is commonly used for large-scale 3D reconstruction. However, with the
growth of the number of images it becomes a major bottleneck of the
process because of the its quadratic complexity. This effect is especially
visible in city-scale reconstruction, where millions of images are processed and time of processing a pair of images should be as little as
possible. Additionally, the more features each image has, the higher is
the likelihood of a given feature to be matched incorrectly, which can
have a negative effect on the quality of the reconstruction.
One of the possible ways of reducing the processing time of this procedure is creating a list of potential matches for every feature, instead of
matching the feature with all the other features. Every additional piece
of information about the feature can help for this task, but in this work
it is suggested to use semantic information. Semantic segmentation of
images has shown significant advances in the last years (see, for exam-
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Figure 1.4: A screenshot of the map of the city of Zurich showing the density
of pictures geo-tagged on the http://www.panoramio.com website, as found on
http://www.sightsmap.com.
ple [Zhao et al., 2017]), however, even more noisy segmentations generated by classical approaches of the pre-deep learning era became a
leading tool for semantic segmentation (such as [Riemenschneider et al.,
2014]) are already a very good input to the suggested method.
We show that using semantic information is very helpful in the city reconstruction scenario where a lot of semantic classes represent objects
that are moving (e.g., pedestrians, cars, vegetation, etc.) and are therefore not suitable for classical Structure-from-Motion.
Kobyshev, N., Riemenschneider, H., & Van Gool, L. (2014). Matching
features correctly through semantic understanding. In 3DV
Chapter 3 describes a technique for improving the quality of images taken by
mobile phones. As mentioned previously, the majority of casual everyday photos are not taken with cameras but with mobile devices (see Figure 1.2). While being cheap and accessible, phones demonstrate worse
picture quality than high-end DSLR cameras. Phone cameras not only
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have to be relatively cheap to make the whole device accessible to the
customers, but also small enough to fit into the phone. This results in
much lower amounts of captured light, leading to lower quality of the
photos produced by mobile devices.
We describe a convolutional neural network-based approach to improve
the images taken by cheap mobile phones and make them look like they
were taken by a high-end DSLR camera. The suggested network is
trained using our photoset of urban images.
The results of applying such a system are two-fold: on one side, increase
of color quality and image sharpness makes the pictures look much more
pleasing to humans. On the other side, such improvements can make
basic computer vision operations, such as keypoint detection, perform
better. This will in turn facilitate better 3D city-scale modeling from
unstructured photos.
Ignatov, A., Kobyshev, N., Timofte, R., Vanhoey, K., & Van Gool, L.
(2017a). DSLR-quality photos on mobile devices with deep convolutional networks. In ICCV
The following chapters assume that a potentially noisy and large-scale model
of a city is already created. We suggest methods of analyzing such models in a
point cloud representation.
Chapter 4 presents a method for decomposing a 3D point cloud representing
a complex landmark building into semantically meaningful parts that we
call Architectural Structural Components (ASEs). Landmarks provide
numerous geometric cues that facilitate their segmentation. An example
of those are symmetries, curvature and general structure of their floor
plan. In this chapter, we demonstrate how these geometric cues can be
used to split the architectural objects into semantically meaningful components.
We show that such a decomposition can be performed very efficiently
even on large, noisy and outlier-contaminated point clouds.
Having a model of a building semantically decomposed can be very useful for future analysis. One example of applications of such decompositions is creating a geometric dictionary of objects that the building
consists of for the purpose of retrieval.
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On the other side, having a set of ready primitives, one can replace identified parts with primitives that do not suffer from noise and outliers, to
make the initial 3D model look more plausible.
Kobyshev, N., Bódis-Szomorú, A., Riemenschneider, H., & Van Gool, L.
(2016b). Architectural decomposition for 3D landmark building understanding. In WACV
Kobyshev, N., Bódis-Szomorú, A., Riemenschneider, H., & Van Gool, L.
(2016c). Architectural Structural Element Decomposition. CVIU
Chapter 5 suggests a novel method for detecting landmark buildings in a 3D
point cloud representing a city. The only input it requires is a city-scale
point cloud that is split into separate buildings using point labels. In
the chapter we demonstrate that our method can be successfully used
on the point clouds that are generated also using airborne laser scanning
technology on a country scale [Van Oosterom et al., 2014].
Landmarks usually have complex elements such as domes, towers,
curved walls or roofs. These are the geometric peculiarities the algorithm tries to find in the point cloud.
In this chapter, we present a score that reflects how special the building
is. We call it the landmarkness score. Once we present the method to
compute the landmarkness score for each building, we also demonstrate
how this score be used to automatically create a tourist map that would
capture the most of the city’s landmarks under a constraint of limited
walking distance. Kobyshev, N., Bódis-Szomorú, A., Riemenschneider,
H., & Van Gool, L. (2016a). 3D saliency for finding landmark buildings.
In 3DV
Chapter 6 summarizes the presented work and gives an overview of the possible extensions and future research directions.

2
Matching Features Correctly through
Semantic Understanding
2.1

Chapter overview

The Structure-from-Motion pipeline is a common choice for reconstructing
objects from unstructured photo collections. In many cases of city-scale reconstructions, such photo collections are a very important source of data.
Even if the city is globally scanned with, for example, an unmanned aerial
vehicle (UAV) or a car, the photographs of city landmarks can be used for highdetail reconstructions of these special buildings. Unstructured photos can also
be a good source of information for indoors and scenes that are not accessible
for geometry capturing transport.
The Structure-from-Motion pipeline starts with image-to-image feature matching. Because of the quadratic complexity of the problem (every image has to
be compared to every other image), this procedure is usually the bottleneck.
We observe that many objects in urban pictures are not applicable for feature
matching. Vegetation, pedestrians, vehicles and other dynamic elements are
usually not stable and/or rigid and are therefore violating assumptions under
which pictures are compared.
In this chapter we propose two methods for improving the speed and quality by
employing semantic scene segmentation. First, we introduce a way of capturing semantic scene context of a keypoint into a compact description. Second,
we propose to learn correct matchability of descriptors from these semantic
contexts. Finally, we further reduce the number of features to match to only a
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pre-computed set of semantically close keypoints. All methods can be used independently and in the evaluation we show combinations for maximum speed
benefits. Overall, our proposed methods outperform all baselines and provide
significant improvements in accuracy and an order of magnitude faster keypoint matching.

2.2

Introduction

Keypoint matching plays a major role in many computer vision tasks. It is used
for image registration, image retrieval, localization and so on. For example,
in the classical Structure-from-Motion (SfM) pipeline [Hartley & Zisserman,
2004], keypoint matching is used as one of the initial steps. Once image features are matched correctly, it is possible to triangulate these correspondences
in 3D space and then infer the camera positions of their respective images.
There has been tremendous progress in all parts of these tasks over the
last years [Mikolajczyk & Schmid, 2005; Gauglitz et al., 2011]. However,
matching remains one of the most time-consuming operations. Although
there are fast methods for finding the features in an image (for example,
SIFT [Lowe, 2004] or SURF [Bay et al., 2006]), and the problem is wellparallelizable [Agarwal et al., 2009; Frahm et al., 2010], matching the features
efficiently remains a major research focus.
The problem of feature matching is challenging on two levels. First, matching
every image to every other one in a dataset is an operation of quadratic complexity. Without prior knowledge of the scenes or time constraints all images
have to be matched to all other images, yet this complete matching is often not
required. According to [Wu, 2013], 75%–98% of the images in large photo
collections will not match because they are not even overlapping. To alleviate
some of this problem, extra knowledge (for example, the sequence in which
the images were taken, coarse GPS location or viewing directions) can reduce
the matching set. Alternatively, retrieval techniques can be used to reduce the
number of feasible pairs to be computed. In all of these approaches, instead
of being matched with all the other images, the image is only matched to a
smaller subset of the entire dataset.
The second challenge lies on the image-to-image level. A naı̈ve approach
would match every feature of the first image to every feature in the second
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Figure 2.1: Scene understanding for feature matching. The search area for
a feature can be significantly reduced by its semantic context. For example, a
search area for a feature located on the sidewalk takes only approximately 10%
of the image area.

image, resulting again in quadratic complexity of the procedure. There are two
principally different methods of tackling this problem. First, one may optimize
the speed of the feature search, for example, by employing efficient data structures such as KD trees [Bentley, 1975] or vocabulary trees [Nister & Stewenius,
2006]. Another approach is to try to eliminate the number of keypoints prior
to matching, reducing the number of outliers (points that do not have a valid
match) as well as the points that are not significant for the purpose of matching.
In this chapter, we focus on the image-to-image level and propose novel approaches to reduce the number of candidate features. Our approach relies on
understanding of what we are trying to match. Using the results of a coarse semantic scene segmentation, we suggest several methods to significantly reduce
and improve feature matching.
In summary, we classify every part of an image into its semantic categories like
road, building, sky, objects, vegetation, etc. and then limit the feasible sets of
candidates to those which have a similar semantic context. The use of semantic
context in feature matching provides several benefits w.r.t. standard matching
as we can efficiently prune incorrect matches. An example of image segmentation is provided in Figure 2.1. It can be seen that knowing the semantic context
of a feature can dramatically reduce the search space. Moreover, one can learn
which semantic context makes a feature reliable for matching. This is demonstrated in Figure 2.2: the classifier omits the points that belong to the semantic
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Figure 2.2: Search space reduction by correct matchability. The top image
shows initial image features, while in the bottom only the features predicted to
be matched correctly are shown. The majority of features on unreliable objects
(pedestrians, car, vegetation) are omitted from the prediction, while features on
buildings are preserved.

areas that are usually matched incorrectly. The main contributions presented in
this chapter are:
• The concept of feature matching based on semantic context of a scene.
• A method for reduction of search space by semantic indexing.
• A method for prediction of features likely to be correctly matched before
actual matching.
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Related work

There is a significant amount of research for efficient feature matching in general. The approaches can be summarized into these main fields: interest point
detection and description, search structures for matching, and filtering of features prior to matching.
2.3.1

Interest point detection and description

For detection and description, the dominant methods are Scale-Invariant Feature Transform points (SIFT) [Lowe, 2004] or Speeded Up Robust Features
(SURF) [Bay et al., 2006]. The latter uses Haar wavelets to approximate the
determinant of the Hessian and the Difference of Gaussians (DoG) scale space.
SURF is optimized for faster computation and is therefore preferable for largescale applications. Both methods define ways for locating and describing the
keypoints. For description of a point, a vector of fixed length is used (the length
is 128 for SIFT and 128 or 64 for SURF).
In modern implementations, keypoint detection and description can be performed very fast. However, there exists a corpus of research on making it even
more efficient. One way of speeding the matching process up is to simplify
the feature descriptors. For example, [Calonder et al., 2010] propose binary
descriptors that can be compared efficiently using the Hamming distance. Although this provides tremendous speedups for individual matching, the main
challenge is the quadratic complexity as still many matching operations have
to be performed.
2.3.2

Efficient keypoint matching

In terms of efficiently searching for matching candidates, the problem of feature matching is easily parallelizable [Agarwal et al., 2009], but is nevertheless
very time-consuming because of its quadratic nature. The state of the art in this
field employs hierarchical data structures for approximating the search. One of
the most common approaches that is used by the majority of feature matching software programs is using KD-trees [Bentley, 1975]. Despite the fact that
bringing in efficient data structures significantly reduces the search time, due
to the high dimensionality of the descriptors, search through the whole tree
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can still be relatively long. Therefore, the number of nodes visited during the
search process is usually restricted to some fixed value, resulting in an ANN
(approximate nearest neighbor) search [Arya et al., 1998]. To further reduce
the computational complexity of the problem, it is common to cluster image
features into so-called visual words [Sivic & Zisserman, 2003]. This provides
an approximation of the search space due to quantization of the possible visual
descriptors.
A technique that is relevant to visual words is the vocabulary trees [Nister &
Stewenius, 2006]. For building a vocabulary tree, K-means clustering is run
on a set of feature descriptors, dividing them into k clusters of visual words.
This procedure is repeated iteratively for every cluster which results in a hierarchical search tree capable of sublinear search time. A feature to be matched
is traversed down the tree and matched only to the features found in the leaf
where the feature ended up itself. Examples of such efficient searches are found
in [Agarwal et al., 2009; Havlena et al., 2009; Schindler et al., 2007]. As another example, [Cheng et al., 2014] employs hashing to very efficiently index
matching pairs.
Although vocabulary trees are very fast, they do not guarantee finding correct
matches and are therefore preferable for using in image retrieval rather than
image matching for such precise tasks as stitching or 3D reconstruction. Also,
this approach is not efficient for the case when the features that are collected in
the same leaf are very similar to each other. Even if a feature is statistically unlikely to occur, there is a high chance that if it is found in an image once, there
will be more similar features in the same image. This phenomenon is known
as burstiness [Jegou et al., 2009], i.e. the observation that rare visual words
tend to appear in bursts. This happens frequently in urban scenes: for example,
features belonging to a window tend to have similar affinity score with all the
windows of the same building in the matching image. As feature matching is
performed on images of the real world, it is possible to enforce some stronger
constraints than pure visual similarity, This can be done, for example, by requiring the matches to fulfill some geometric constraints. For example, [Chen
et al., 2013] exploit the fact that features that are close to each other share similar homographies in matching. In the majority of applications, geometrical
robustness of the matches is not critical for the matching algorithm because
they are later filtered out by a 3-point RANSAC procedure [Chen et al., 1999].
Standard RANSAC can be extended especially for the case of feature matching. The PROSAC algorithm [Chum & Matas, 2005] improves RANSAC by
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drawing samples from progressively larger sets of top-ranked correspondences.
The main goal is computational efficiency: convergence can happen several
hundred of times faster than with standard RANSAC.
2.3.3

Feature filtering

Up to now, the described approaches were aiming to speed up or improve the
matching of the full set of features. The classical heuristic for cutting out
unreliable feature points is first matching all of the points and then finding
the best and second best nearest neighboring feature. For these a ratio of the
descriptor distances is computed. Empirical evaluations showed that keeping
only points with a ratio 0.8 and lower leads to the most stable results [Lowe,
2004; Sivic & Zisserman, 2003].
A different way of thinking of improving feature matching is to reduce the
number of feature points to match — prior to matching. This is the field of
research most relevant to our approach and little research has placed a focus
here.
The most straightforward method to reduce feature points is to extract fewer
points from the input images. The filtering here is based on the implicit feature
response. However, this reduces the features based on how detectable they are
not on how matchable they are — resulting in potentially non-overlapping sets
of detected feature points.
There is a number of other approaches that truncate the number of features to be
matched in the image. [Wu, 2013] proposed to constrain the matching process
to features within the same scale. To determine which images are matchable,
pre-matching of features of high scale is performed. If the number of matches
of the first h features of the highest scale is large enough, the images are considered to be matchable. This is mainly used for discarding entire images, but
can be extended to image-to-image pre-matching at a coarse level.
[Turcot & Lowe, 2009] compute usefulness of features which is determined
by their frequency and presence in other images. A vocabulary tree approach
is used to connect similar images and rank its features based on geometric
verification.
[Brown et al., 2005] provide a non-maximum suppression technique together
with indexing of the features to quickly reduce the set and provide an outlier
rejection procedure.
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[Hartmann et al., 2014] propose an idea to classify feature points to be matchable. Similar to [Turcot & Lowe, 2009] they extract a large set of feature
matches that were verified by a geometric verification process. Then they train
a simple but efficient random forest classifier to determine the likelihood of a
feature to be matchable. This is then seen as a prediction of matchability of
every feature point and those which are not expected to have a high likelihood
to match are discarded.
All of the above methods are effective for reducing the set of potential candidates. However, none of them aims to reduce the candidates to only the
correctly matching ones.
Our method has two significant differences to related work. First, instead of
predicting a feature point’s matchability (i.e. whether it will pass the ratio and
maximal distance test), we go one step further and predict if it will be correctly
matched. Second, we reduce the number of point comparisons by matching
only those that are semantically close to each other. This leads to a further
speedup and quality improvement.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no other approach which employs semantic scene segmentation to feature matching. We are the first to propose a
semantic context to filter out incorrect matches and predict which features will
likely match correctly.

2.4

Method

In this section we describe the details of our proposed semantic context feature
matching. It is a generic approach which can be applied to any sparse or even
dense feature point extraction or matching method. In this work, we illustrate
our method on the example of sparse Structure-from-Motion (SfM) and show
how it improves the feature matching.
The overall outline of our method is presented in Figure 2.3. Given a set of
M images, we perform interest point extraction and semantic segmentation on
the images. This provides us with sets Fi , i = 1 . . . M of features for every
image. For any pairwise matching of images i and i0 , the naı̈ve method uses a
quadratic matching |Fi | × |Fi0 |.
First, we suggest reducing this set by learning which features are likely to
match correctly based on their semantic context and leaving the other features
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1. Feature detection

2. Correct matchability
prediction

3. Hamming distance
clustering

4. Feature matching

Figure 2.3: Suggested matching pipeline. Distances between binary histograms of the points of the same color are within a threshold. Note that the
steps 2 and 3 are independent of each other and therefore can be used separately.
out. This reduced set of features is then used within an efficient search tree
structure to provide final matching candidates.
Second, we propose a method for finding the semantic proximity of the features. Using it, one can match every feature only with the ones that are semantically close to it. Both methods can be used separately; however, they can be
combined into a pipeline. In the following we will define our novel semantic
contexts for feature points, efficient ways of preselecting candidates and the
approach we use to learn which features will match correctly.

2.4.1

Semantic Context

For semantic segmentation each pixel of the input image is labeled into a semantic class, such as wall, window, door, sky, road, sidewalk, pedestrian, vegetation, etc. We follow the implementation of [Riemenschneider et al., 2014],
where for each image we extract a basic 11-dimensional feature vector containing the CIELAB Lab∗ color components and 8 responses of the MR8 filter
bank [Varma & Zisserman, 2005; Geusebroek et al., 2003]. This feature vector
and the ground truth label from the training set is used to train a random forest
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Figure 2.4: An overview of the semantic descriptor idea. Top row: a semantically segmented image (each color represents a different semantic class), a
detected feature and its semantic neighborhood. Bottom row: a semantic histogram of the feature, and its binarized version.
classifier. For assigning the label based on the classifier probabilities, we use a
simple maximum-a-posteriori decision without any regularization.
This gives a mid-level representation of the scene understanding of that image. Following this we construct a semantic histogram to capture the semantic
context around each feature point fij , j = 1 . . . |Fi | of the i-th image.
The notion of a semantic histogram is illustrated in Figure 2.4.
Feature scales are provided by the feature detectors. Given the feature scale
sij , we define support region by a circle cij of radius rij that is proportional to
sij and center coinciding with the feature coordinate. If the segmentation has
B classes and b(p) is a function that returns the index of a semantic class for
pixel p, the semantic histogram hij for feature j and image i is defined as


hij = h1ij h2ij . . . h|B|
,
(2.1)
ij
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where
hkij =

#b(p) = k
, p ∈ cij , k = 1 . . . |B|.
#p ∈ cij

(2.2)

Here, each pixel p within the support region cij is sorted into a histogram bin
reflecting its semantic class. Hence, for every semantic class, the corresponding bin of the histogram contains the number of pixels of this class that are
inside the interest region of the pixel normalized by the total number of pixels
in the circle.
For stable approximation of the histogram, we threshold it into a binary vector
ĥij as follows:


ĥij = ĥ1ij

where
ĥkij

=

ĥ2ij

...

|B|

ĥij

(
1

if hkij ≥ tbin

0

if hkij < tbin

,

,

(2.3)

(2.4)

and the threshold tbin is selected to reduce the effect of arbitrary noise in histogram due to sporadic pixels and their semantic classes.

2.4.2

Efficient Distance Indexing

Given semantic histograms for every feature in the image, we can efficiently
compare them. Unlike standard feature descriptors which undergo a large variety in descriptive power, our semantic histograms capture the semantic context
of a feature point. This semantic context has a limited set of semantic class
combinations, which in practice is a feasibly low number.
For two feature points, pij and pi0 j 0 from images i and i0 respectively, we can
compute the semantic distance as:
ds (pij , pi0 j 0 ) = dham (ĥij , ĥi0 j 0 )

(2.5)

where dham (a, b) is the Hamming distance between the two binary vectors a
and b.
If two features are compared, small distance value of a semantic context between them is a sign of a good matchability. Although in the ideal case the
semantic histograms of the matched features should be completely coinciding,
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some relaxation should be made to avoid mismatching due to the noise in the
semantic histograms. For that, we define features to have a potential to be
matched if their semantic distance is smaller than a threshold tham .
Instead of matching every feature point of the first image to every feature in the
second image (as a quadratic matching would require), we propose an indexing
of the semantic contexts. For this we can create a list of precomputed feature
sets that are closer than tham by their binarized semantic histograms. For an
image pair i and i0 , we use the following algorithm to reduce the search space:
1. Compute all features and their binary histograms following Equation 2.3.
2. Determine the subsets of unique histograms Ĥi∗ and Ĥi∗0 for images i and
i0 . Merge them to obtain Ĥ ∗ = Ĥi∗ ∪ Ĥi∗0 .
3. For every feature fij we define a mapping h̄ = ĥ∗ (fij ), h̄ ∈ Ĥ ∗ that
returns a unique binary histogram number for every feature. The number
of unique histograms is typically less than 10% of the number of features
in one image.
4. We further define an inverse mapping ĥ∗ (h̄, i)−1 → {j}, j ∈ 1 . . . |Fi |
that for a given binary semantic histogram h̄ and image index i returns
indexes of all features with the same unique histogram in the image.
5. For every unique histogram h̄ ∈ Ĥ ∗ we find a set of indexes of unique
histograms that are closer than the threshold to the j ∗ -th histogram:
∗
Ĥmatch
(h̄) = {j} ∈ Ĥ ∗ : ds (h̄, h) ≤ tbin .

(2.6)

6. At the matching process, for every point we consider its unique histogram h̄ and match it only to the points with the unique histogram in∗
dexes from Ĥmatch
(h̄).
Such a reduction of a search space facilitates both the speed and the quality
of the matching process. It takes much less time to perform the search of the
semantic histograms that are close to a given one than to perform full search in
the feature descriptor space. Moreover, using semantic histograms guarantees
that the matched points describe the objects of the same classes, reducing the
number of potential outliers. Note that instead of classifying each feature point
directly into a single semantic class, our semantic histogram description leverages the power of the support regions which provides a much richer indexing
into similar semantic areas.
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2.4.3
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Learning to Predict Correct Matches

The final part of our method tries to predict correct matches. Unlike related
work [Brown et al., 2005; Hartmann et al., 2014; Turcot & Lowe, 2009], which
purely filters or predicts if standard matching criteria like distance ratio will be
passed, we take the concept to the next level.
In contrast to the related work there are two important differences. First, instead of trying to predict if a feature will be matchable or not, we are aiming
for leaving only the features that are predicted to be matched correctly. There
are often too many false matches remaining after the distance ratio thresholding, as it only considers matches that have passed the ratio test, and not correct
matches. Second, instead of using the original feature descriptions as an input
to the classifier, we train on the semantic histograms which provide a mid-level
abstraction of the scene understanding.
We were inspired by the idea of matchability prediction from [Hartmann et al.,
2014]. Instead of matching every feature from the first image to every feature of
the other one, we are only taking the features that are predicted to be matchable
by a classifier. The selection of points to be matched is done once for every
image and hence takes linear time. As it will be shown in the experiments
section, the time it takes to predict the matches is negligible compared to the
actual matching time.
Our method hence is formulated as follows. We aim to classify each feature
point as being likely to be correctly matched or not. This is a binary decision
for which we need ground truth training examples. Obtaining such ground
truth matches is extremely time-consuming and is not guaranteed to be reliable
if done by manual work.
Hence, we propose to use a very strict automatic method to collect ground truth.
It is based on a series of well-tested automatic parts of the entire Structurefrom-Motion (SfM) and Multi-View-Stereo (MVS) pipeline. SfM includes reliable feature detection, robust description, nearest neighbor full brute force
matching, geometric verification and triangulation for outlier rejection and final
bundle adjustment of exact camera and point locations. MVS includes dense
depth estimation, robust surface reconstruction and photometric fine tuning of
the surface. The resulting surface ranks among the most accurate methods as
evaluated on the MVS Middlebury benchmarks [Seitz et al., 2006; Jancosek &
Pajdla, 2011].
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The accurate surface allows to re-project points on the surface to artificially
create matching pairs across images. If a point is seen in more than one image,
its projections to the images are considered to be matching features. For scale
and orientation invariance we project spheres of fixed radius around the mesh
surface and its 3D points to the 2D images. From the size of the resulting
ellipse we infer point scale by taking a fixed number of equidistant points on
its border, finding the largest distance for every point to another point of the
subset, and averaging this value. This gives a radius of a circle containing the
feature interest region.

To determine positive and negative labels, we perform a standard feature
matching speeded up by using KD-trees. This is done for every point and the
results are filtered using the standard first to second match distance ratio of 0.8
to determine final matches. If the original 3D surface point could be matched
and the computed match for it coincides with the ground truth match from the
surface projections, then it is considered a positive sample. If the ground truth
for a point exists but is different from what was found, it is taken as a negative
sample. If the point does not contain a ground truth match, it is not considered
at all. Due to the construction of the ground truth, the fact that a point does
not have a match does not necessarily indicate that it is not matchable. However, for training and testing classifiers it can be ignored and is part of future
research.

To learn our proposed correct matchability of the points, we then train a random forest classifier on the semantic histograms (as defined in Equation 2.1).
This classifier hence learns the semantic context of a feature point and its likelihood to be matched. The intuition is that certain semantic class combinations
are more likely to be matched and homogeneous semantic context is less discriminative for correct feature matching.

In the next section we analyze the accuracy and efficiency of our proposed
approach. For this we also train a classifier directly on feature descriptors.
Further, we evaluate the entropy over the binary semantic histograms from
Equation (2.3) as this is a similar measure of complexity of the semantic context.
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Table 2.1: Parameters of the datasets: number of semantic classes and features
in disjoint training and testing. GT refers to the datasets with ground truth
segmentation.
Dataset
#classes #train
#test
CamVid (GT)
CamVid
RueMonge (GT)
RueMonge

2.5

32
11
8
8

880k
880k
312k
103k

1806k
1806k
1425k
490k

Experiments

The evaluation is performed in three parts with various baseline methods. First,
we analyze our proposed classifier for predicting correct matchability. Second,
we investigate the performance during actual matching scenarios. Finally, we
report the runtime benefits of all methods.
2.5.1

Datasets and Implementation Details

In this work we evaluate on two multi-view reconstruction and semantic segmentation datasets in urban scenes. Both are annotated with ground truth labels, such as road, wall, window, door, street sign, balcony, door, sky, sidewalk,
etc. First is CamVid [Browstow et al., 2008], that is a public dataset. We use
its sequence 0016E5, which contains the most buildings and frames. Note that
SfM/MVS was only stable for a subset sequence of 102 of its 300 frames. We
use the larger RueMonge dataset [Riemenschneider et al., 2014] showing 60
buildings in 428 images covering 700 meters along Rue Monge in Paris. The
CamVid dataset is taken from a car driving forward on a road (with an average viewing angle of 40°) while in the other in dataset the human camera man
points more or less towards the buildings (avg. angle ≈ 10°).
For completeness, we verify the methods while running on automatic semantic
segmentation as described in Section 2.4.1 and also on ground truth semantic
labels. The information about the datasets is provided in Table 2.1.
For SfM/MVS reconstruction we use the publicly available tools from [Wu,
2013; Jancosek & Pajdla, 2011]. As feature descriptors, we use SURF descriptors [Bay et al., 2006] of length 64 (as they are proven to be reliable and fast). It
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is worth mentioning, however, that our method is generic and works with any
kind of feature descriptions. For search structure we use KD trees [Bentley,
1975].
For the parameters, we use tbin = 0.1 for filtering semantic segmentation noise
and small overlaps into other classes. The maximal Hamming distance is set
to tham = 1, although we also study the case of tham = 0 (that means that only
the features with exactly equal binary histograms are matched). The random
forest is trained on 10 trees with a depth of 20. The experiments are performed
in Matlab, hence all timings are shown as relative numbers, as all code can
further be optimized.
For the CamVid dataset, the average number of feature points in an image is
approximately 11K. On the RueMonge dataset, the reconstructed mesh was
downsampled, which resulted in only approximately 3,8K of points per image.
The runtime for our preprocessing takes relatively little time and only has to
be done once per image. Semantic segmentation is done in less than 2 seconds. Extraction of semantic histograms takes 1-2 seconds per image in an
unoptimized Matlab implementation.

2.5.2

Evaluation and Discussion

The goal is to evaluate how many correct matches can be predicted prior to performing the matching. We evaluate the proposed classifier using our semantic
histograms as feature vectors. As first baseline, we use random selection that
simply picks a random subset of keypoints and marks them as matchable. Second is the random forest classifier trained on feature descriptors. Third is the
subset selection based on the value of semantic entropy. Every method has
a confidence that determines how many points it will predict to be correctly
matchable.

Measurements. Suppose the i-th image has N = |Fi | feature points that
have ground truth matches (as mentioned above, we discard the points that do
not have ground truth match information). For a fixed confidence, the evaluated
method returns N + matches that coincide with ground truth, N − that are in-
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N+

N-

N†

Figure 2.5: The points from the inner circle (N + , N − ) have received a higher
confidence score than the threshold, and were returned by the algorithm. For
the other points (N † ) no match was returned.
correctly matched and N † that are predicted to be not matchable, as illustrated
in Figure 2.5. Hence precision of prediction is defined as
precision =

N+
,
N+ + N−

(2.7)

where the sum N = N + + N − + N † is the total number of features. The
higher the value of precision is, the less mistakes the classifier made. Since
there are no TN (true negative) matches (correctly classified false matches),
the total number of points is different than in the ground truth, and we use a
slightly different definition of standard recall. We instead define the fraction of
points for which the classifier has predicted matchable features as
returned fraction =

N+ + N−
N

(2.8)

which behaves similar to recall, as it measures how many features are classified
as matchable w.r.t. all N features. If the confidence level is set to zero, the
method returns no matches at all and the value of returned fraction is zero
as well. On the other extreme, if the threshold is set to a very high value,
the method computes a match for every point (not necessarily correct). Then,
returned fraction is close to 1.

Prediction Evaluation. Figure 2.6 demonstrates the precision of the classifiers for the two datasets. The precision obtained by both the semantic classifier
and the semantic entropy are best for all operating points. Both the classifier
on feature vectors and random subsampling cannot reach this performance. For
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random subsampling it is clear that, considering that both images are subsampled, the chance of finding a correct match is very low, especially if there are
not many points selected.
In contrast, in our approach the semantic classifier already achieves the top precision at only 30% of the initial point set. Hence, the high scoring matchability
features also have a high accuracy and repeatability.
Semantic entropy is equally accurate, however it reaches its limit when the semantic histogram contains only one class. Here the minimal number of points
the method can return is the number of points (around 20% to 40%) that lie
entirely in one class with their area of interest.
An interesting and useful property of our robust semantic classifier prediction
is the fact that it is robust to the quality of semantic segmentation. The average
IOU (intersection over union) class-wise accuracy is only 42%, see Figure 2.10
for a qualitative example of the segmentation noise. Yet the precision when using automatic semantic segmentation is highly competitive to an oracle ground
truth segmentation. This allows using very fast but imprecise methods to obtain
semantic segmentation and still achieve high precision.
Figure 2.7 demonstrates how many correctly matched features a method will
return in a given time. Again our semantic histogram method is more effective:
for every unit of time, it returns more correct points compared to all other
methods.
Overall the gain in speed is significant for both datasets. For example, for RueMonge our method is 5 times faster to return 200 correctly matched features
(0.1 vs 0.5 seconds).
It is also interesting to note that the matching speed for the same number of
points within the KD-trees are different. This effect results from the fact that
well-matchable points are also distinctive, which makes them unique and easier
to find within the search tree.
The only method that outperforms the semantic classifier is the same classifier
that uses the ground truth segmentation, which is expectable. Semantic entropy
shows results that are worse than the semantic classifier, but better than the
baseline methods.
One of the factors that account for the matching speed is efficiency of the KDtree split. The features that are well-matchable are expected to have more distinctive descriptors and are therefore found faster in the tree. Entropy sorting,
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(a) Precision vs returned fraction (CamVid)
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(b) Precision vs returned fraction (RueMonge)

Figure 2.6: Prediction evaluation. The precision is much higher for the scores
based on the semantic context compared to the scores based on the pure feature
descriptors or semantic entropy. The dashed line represents the results for our
method using ground truth semantic segmentation.
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Figure 2.7: Prediction evaluation. Our method returns more correct matches in
less time. The dashed line represents the results for our method using ground
truth semantic segmentation.
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however, implies that the features that are not lying close to the class border
are found first, which makes it more time-consuming to find them.

Matching Evaluation. In the next experiment, we evaluate the performance
of the actual feature matching. For quantitative evaluation, we downsample
the number of image features in each candidate image. To preserve the same
probability that a feature will be matched, we use the ground truth matches and
randomly select a fraction to keep as initial feature candidates.
The results are presented in Figure 2.9. The values corresponding to the rightmost value of the x-axis reflect the results of the experiment undertaken on
the full feature sets without downsampling. The other values show the case
when the number of detected features is lower due to a higher keypoint correct
matchability confidence threshold.
First, matching time and its dynamics are studied. The results are presented
in Figure 2.9(a). All the proposed methods are faster than the baseline KDtree matching. It can be seen that the methods that involve Hamming distance
thresholding by 0 are the fastest (because the search space is drastically limited).
Figure 2.9(b) shows the absolute number of correct matches. For the majority of methods the overall number of returned matches that are correct is
lower (about 75%) compared to the baseline methods. This is explained by
the significantly lower number of points that is used for matching. However,
and most importantly the precision of the results (as shown in Figure 2.8) is
higher (+3 to 5%) for our method that uses semantic classifier prediction and
its combination with the Hamming distance thresholding by tham = 1.
In summary, the best method is the combination of classifier predictions and
Hamming distance thresholding by tham = 0. Although it has the same precision as the baseline, it provides a significant speed gain (matching time up
becomes 8x faster). To further increase precision, the combination of a predictor with the Hamming distance thresholding tham = 0 with still a speed gain of
6x over the KD-tree baseline.
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Figure 2.8: Matching evaluation. Precision of correct matches w.r.t. the baseline of KD-trees (black). The dashed line represents the results for our method
using ground truth semantic segmentation.
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Figure 2.9: Matching evaluation. Absolute number of correct matches
w.r.t. matching time provides significant speed gains. The dashed line represents the results for our method using ground truth semantic segmentation.

Figure 2.10: An example of an image and its noisy semantic segmentation.
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2.6

Conclusions

Image-to-image feature matching is the main time bottleneck in any matching
scenario. In this chapter we have presented a novel insight into understanding
what is being matched.
We proposed semantic scene understanding to improve the quality and speed of
the image feature matching process. The three novel methods are: describing
semantic context of a feature; eliminating the search space so that only the
features that are close semantically are matched; predicting if a feature will be
matched correctly prior to the actual matching.
Experimental results confirm that exploiting semantic information significantly
reduces the search space and results in considerable speed gains as well as
increase of the precision of the matching.
This provides an exciting benefit for any general feature matching. Future work
in this field could be directed at using additional semantic information for lowlevel vision procedures like feature matching or video compression where also
human vision has benefits from scene understanding.

3
DSLR-Quality Photos on Mobile
Devices
3.1

Chapter overview

Despite a rapid rise in the quality of built-in smartphone cameras, their physical limitations — small sensor size, compact lenses and the lack of specific
hardware — impede them to achieve the quality results of DSLR cameras.
However, the majority of pictures these days are taken with mobile phones as
shown in Figure 1.2.
Increasing the quality of such pictures brings two major advantages. First,
the improved pictures have better color distribution and are more sharp, which
can be used to improve algorithms that take images as input, Structure-fromMotion being one of them. Second, improving the quality of pictures is a
self-contained goal as it leads to better perception of scenes they are capturing.
In this chapter we present an end-to-end deep learning approach that bridges
this gap by translating ordinary photos into DSLR-quality images. We propose
learning the translation function using a residual convolutional neural network
that improves both color rendition and image sharpness. Since the standard
mean squared loss is not well suited for measuring perceptual image quality, we introduce a composite perceptual error function that combines content,
color and texture losses. The first two losses are defined analytically, while
the texture loss is learned in an adversarial fashion. We also present DPED, a
large-scale dataset that consists of real photos of urban scenes captured from
three different phones and one high-end reflex camera. An example of the
proposed method’s performance is shown in Figure 3.1. Our quantitative and
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qualitative assessments reveal that the enhanced image quality is comparable
to that of DSLR-taken photos, while the methodology can be generalized to
any type of digital camera.
We express gratitude to Andrey Ignatov for great efforts on carrying out this
project.

3.2

Introduction

During the last several years there has been a significant improvement in compact camera sensor quality, which has brought mobile photography to a substantially new level. Even low-end devices are now able to take reasonably
good photos in appropriate lighting conditions, thanks to their advanced software and hardware tools for post-processing. However, when it comes to artistic quality, mobile devices still fall behind their DSLR counterparts. Larger
sensors and high-aperture optics yield better photo resolution, color rendition
and less noise, whereas their additional sensors help to fine-tune shooting parameters. These physical differences result in strong obstacles, making DSLR
camera quality unattainable for compact mobile devices.

Figure 3.1: iPhone 3GS photo enhanced to DSLR-quality by our method.
While a number of photographer tools for automatic image enhancement exist,
they are usually focused on adjusting only global parameters such as contrast
or brightness, without improving texture quality or taking image semantics
into account. Besides that, they are usually based on a pre-defined set of rules
that do not always consider the specifics of a particular device. Therefore, the
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dominant approach to photo post-processing is still based on manual image
correction using specialized retouching software.
3.2.1

Related work

The problem of automatic image quality enhancement has not been addressed
in its entirety in the area of computer vision, though a number of sub-tasks and
related problems have been already successfully solved using deep learning
techniques. Such tasks are usually dealing with image-to-image translation
problems, and their common property is that they are targeted at removing
artificially added artifacts to the original images. Among the related problems
are the following:
Image super-resolution aims at restoring the original image from its downscaled version. In [Dong et al., 2014] a CNN architecture and MSE loss
are used for directly learning low to high resolution mapping. It is the
first CNN-based solution to achieve top performance in single image superresolution, comparable with non-CNN methods [Timofte et al., 2015]. The
subsequent works developed deeper and more complex CNN architectures
(e.g., [Kim et al., 2016; Shi et al., 2016; Mao et al., 2016]). Currently, the
best photo-realistic results on this task are achieved using a VGG-based loss
function [Johnson et al., 2016] and adversarial networks [Ledig et al., 2017]
that turned out to be efficient at recovering plausible high-frequency components. This problem is relevant to our task as resolutions of DSRL cameras are
generally higher than the ones of mobile devices.
Image deblurring/dehazing tries to remove artificially added haze or blur
from the images. Usually, MSE is used as a target loss function and the proposed CNN architectures consist of 3 to 15 convolutional layers [Ling et al.,
2016; Cai et al., 2016; Hradiš et al., 2015] or are bi-channel CNNs [Ren et al.,
2016].
Image denoising/sparse inpainting similarly targets removal of noise and
artifacts from the pictures. In [Zhang & Wu, 2016] the authors proposed
weighted MSE together with a 3-layer CNN, while in [Svoboda et al., 2016]
it was shown that an 8-layer residual CNN performs better when using a standard mean square error. Among other solutions are a bi-channel CNN [Zhou
et al., 2015], a 17-layer CNN [Zhang et al., 2017] and a recurrent CNN [Yang
et al., 2016] that was reapplied several times to the produced results. Due to
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the low-end sensors, we typically target noise removal, especially in challenging illumination conditions. However, in our case the task is more difficult
because the model of noise of the cameras of the mobile devices is not known
and therefore creating training data by imitating this noise is impossible.
Image colorization. Here the goal is to recover colors that were removed from
the original image. The baseline approach for this problem is to predict new
values for each pixel based on its local description that consists of various handcrafted features [Cheng et al., 2015]. Considerably better performance on this
task was obtained using generative adversarial networks [Isola et al., 2016] or
a 16-layer CNN with a multinomial cross-entropy loss function [Zhang et al.,
2016].
Image adjustment. A few works considered the problem of image color, contrast or exposure adjustment. In [Yuan & Sun, 2012] the authors proposed an
algorithm for automatic exposure correction using hand-designed features and
predefined rules. In [Yan et al., 2016], a more general algorithm was proposed
that – similarly to [Cheng et al., 2015] – uses local description of image pixels
for reproducing various photographic styles. A different approach was considered in [Lee et al., 2016], where images with similar content are retrieved
from a database and their styles are applied to the target picture. All of these
adjustments are implicitly included in our end-to-end transformation learning
approach by design.

3.2.2

Contributions

The key challenge we face is dealing with all the aforementioned enhancements
at once. Moreover, the noise and color model of cameras is unknown that
makes it impossible to take a high-quality picture, worsen it to model a cheap
camera and use machine learning to model an inverse function. Even advanced
tools cannot notably improve image sharpness, texture details or small color
variations that were lost by the camera sensor, thus we can not generate target
enhanced photos from the existing ones. Corrupting DSLR photos and training
an algorithm on the corrupted images does not work either: the solution would
not generalize to real-world and very complex artifacts unless they are modeled and applied as corruptions, which is infeasible. To tackle this problem, we
present a different approach: we propose to learn the transformation that modifies photos taken by a given camera to DSLR-quality ones. Thus, the goal is
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Camera

Table 3.1: DPED camera characteristics.
Sensor
Image size
Photo quality

iPhone 3GS
BlackBerry Passport
Sony Xperia Z
Canon 70D DSLR

3 MP
13 MP
13 MP
20 MP

2048 × 1536
4160 × 3120
2592 × 1944
3648 × 2432

Poor
Mediocre
Average
Excellent

to learn a cross-distribution translation function, where the input distribution is
defined by a given mobile camera sensor, and the target distribution by a DSLR
sensor. To supervise the learning process, we create and leverage a dataset of
images capturing the same scene with different cameras. Once the function is
learned, it can be further applied to unseen photos at will.
The main contributions of work presented in this chapter are:

• A novel approach for the photo enhancement task based on learning
a mapping function between photos from mobile devices and a DSLR
camera. The target model is trained in an end-to-end fashion without
using any additional supervision or handcrafted features.
• A new large-scale dataset of over 6K photos taken synchronously by a
DSLR camera and 3 low-end cameras of smartphones in a wide variety
of conditions.
• A multi-term loss function composed of color, texture and content terms,
allowing an efficient image quality estimation.
• Experiments measuring objective and subjective quality demonstrating
the advantage of the enhanced photos over the originals and, at the same
time, their comparable quality with the DSLR counterparts.

The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows. In Section 3.3 we describe the new DPED dataset. Section 3.4 presents our architecture and the
chosen loss functions. Section 3.5 shows and analyzes the experimental results. Finally, Section 3.6 concludes the chapter.
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Figure 3.2: The rig with the four DPED cameras from Table 3.1.

3.3

DSLR Photo Enhancement Dataset (DPED)

In order to tackle the problem of image translation from poor quality images
captured by smartphone cameras to superior quality images achieved by a professional DSLR camera, we introduce a large-scale real-world dataset, namely
the “DSLR Photo Enhancement Dataset” (DPED)1 , that can be used for the
general photo quality enhancement task. DPED consists of photos taken in
the wild in urban scenario synchronously by three smartphones and one DSLR
camera. The devices used to collect the data are described in Table 3.1 and
example quadruplets can be seen in Figure 3.3.
To ensure that all cameras were capturing photos simultaneously, the devices
were mounted on a tripod and activated remotely by a wireless control system
(see Figure 3.2). In total, over 22K photos were collected during 3 weeks,
including 4549 photos from Sony smartphone, 5727 from iPhone and 6015
photos from each Canon and BlackBerry cameras. The photos were taken
during the daytime in a wide variety of places and in various illumination and
weather conditions. The photos were captured in automatic mode, and we used
default settings for all cameras throughout the whole collection procedure.

1 dped-photos.vision.ee.ethz.ch
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iPhone

BlackBerry

Sony

Canon

Figure 3.3: Example quadruplets of DPED images taken synchronously by
four cameras.

Matching algorithm. The synchronously captured images are not perfectly
aligned since the cameras have different viewing angles and positions as can
be seen in Figure 3.3. To address this, we performed additional non-linear
transformations resulting in a fixed-resolution image that our network takes as
an input. The algorithm goes as follows (see Figure 3.4). First, for each (phoneDSLR) image pair, we compute and match SIFT keypoints [Lowe, 2004] across
the images. These are used to estimate a homography using RANSAC [Vedaldi
& Fulkerson, 2008]. We then crop both images to the intersection part and
downscale the DSLR image crop to the size of the phone crop.
Training CNN on the aligned high-resolution images is infeasible, thus patches
of size 100×100px were extracted from these photos. Our preliminary experiments revealed that larger patch sizes do not lead to better performance, while
requiring considerably more computational resources. We extracted patches
using a non-overlapping sliding window. The window was moving in paral-
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Figure 3.4: Matching algorithm. An overlapping region is determined by SIFT
descriptor matching, followed by a non-linear transform and a crop resulting in
two images of the same resolution representing the same scene. Here: Canon
and BlackBerry images, respectively.
lel along both images from each phone-DSLR image pair, and its position on
the phone image was additionally adjusted by shifts and rotations based on
the cross-correlation metrics. To avoid significant displacements, only patches
with cross-correlation greater than 0.9 were included in the dataset. Around
100 original images were reserved for testing, the rest of the photos were used
for training and validation. This procedure resulted in 139K, 160K and 162K
training and 2.4-4.3K test patches for BlackBerry-Canon, iPhone-Canon and
Sony-Canon pairs, respectively. It should be emphasized that both training and
test patches are precisely matched, the potential shifts do not exceed 5 pixels.
In the following we assume that these patches of size 3×100×100 constitute
the input data to our CNNs.

3.4

Method

Given a low-quality photo Is (source image), the goal of the considered enhancement task is to reproduce the image It (target image) taken by a DSLR
camera. A deep residual CNN FW parameterized by weights W is used to
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Figure 3.5: Fragments from the original and blurred images taken by the phone
(two left-most) and DSLR (two right-most) camera. Blurring removes highfrequencies and makes color comparison easier.

learn the underlying translation function. Given the training set {Isj , Itj }N
j=1
consisting of N image pairs, it is trained to minimize:
N

1 X
L FW (Isj ), Itj ,
W = arg min
W N
j=1
∗

(3.1)

where L denotes a multi-term loss function we detail in Section 3.4.1. We then
define the system architecture of our solution in Section 3.4.2.

3.4.1

Loss function

The main difficulty of the image enhancement task is that input and target photos cannot be matched densely (, pixel-to-pixel): different optics and sensors
cause specific local non-linear distortions and aberrations, leading to a nonconstant shift of pixels between each image pair even after precise alignment.
Hence, the standard per-pixel losses, besides being doubtful as a perceptual
quality metric, are not applicable in our case. We build our loss function under
the assumption that the overall perceptual image quality can be decomposed
into three independent parts: i) color quality, ii) texture quality and iii) content quality. We now define loss functions for each component, and ensure
invariance to local shifts by design.
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Color loss
To measure the color difference between the enhanced and target images, we
propose applying a Gaussian blur (see Figure 3.5) and computing Euclidean
distance between the obtained representations. In the context of CNNs, this
is equivalent to using one additional convolutional layer with a fixed Gaussian
kernel followed by the mean squared error (MSE) function. Color loss can be
written as:
Lcolor (X, Y ) = kXb − Yb k22 ,
(3.2)
where Xb and Yb are the blurred images of X and Y , respectively:
X
Xb (i, j) =
X(i + k, j + l) · G(k, l),

(3.3)

k,l

and the 2D Gaussian blur operator is given by


(k − µx )2
(l − µy )2
G(k, l) = A exp −
−
2σx
2σy

(3.4)

where we defined A = 0.053, µx,y = 0, and σx,y = 3.
The idea behind this loss is to evaluate the difference in brightness, contrast
and major colors between the images while eliminating texture and content
comparison. Hence, we fixed a constant σ by visual inspection as the smallest
value that ensures that texture and content are dropped. The crucial property
of this loss is its invariance to small distortions. Figure 3.6 demonstrates the
MSE and Color losses for image pairs (X, Y), where Y equals X shifted in a
random direction by n pixels. As one can see, color loss is nearly insensitive
to small distortions (6 2 pixels). For higher shifts (3-5px), it is still about
5-10 times smaller compared to the MSE, whereas for larger displacements it
demonstrates similar magnitude and behavior. As a result, color loss forces
the enhanced image to have the same color distribution as the target one, while
being tolerant to small mismatches.

Texture loss
Instead of using a pre-defined loss function, we build upon generative adversarial networks (GANs) [Goodfellow et al., 2014] to directly learn a suitable
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Figure 3.6: Comparison between MSE and color loss as a function of the
magnitude of shift between images. Results were averaged over 50K images.

metric for measuring texture quality. In this work we deviate from the standard GAN architecture: we use a bi-channel CNN-discriminator that observes
both fake (improved) and real (target) images. The reasoning behind this is
that it is easier to learn tiny differences when observing samples from both
distributions, rather than trying to predict the result without any ground truth.
In particular, the considered CNN achieves the result of 99% after 300 iterations when trained to differentiate between phone and DSLR images, while
its single-channel counterpart shows only 86% after 5000 steps. The discriminator CNN is applied to grayscale images so that it is targeted specifically on
texture processing. It observes both fake (improved) and real (target) images,
and its goal is to predict whether the input image is real or not. It is trained to
minimize the cross-entropy loss function, and the texture loss is defined as a
standard generator objective:

Ltexture = −

X

log D(FW (Is ), It ),

(3.5)

i

where FW and D denote the generator and discriminator networks, respectively. The discriminator is pre-trained on the {phone, DSLR} image pairs, and
then trained jointly with the proposed network as is conventional for GANs. It
should be noted that this loss is shift-invariant by definition since no alignment
is required in this case.
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Content loss
Inspired by [Johnson et al., 2016; Ledig et al., 2017], we define our content
loss based on the activation maps produced by the ReLU layers of the pretrained VGG-19 network. Instead of measuring per-pixel difference between
the images, this loss encourages them to have similar feature representation
that comprises various aspects of their content and perceptual quality. In our
case it is used to preserve image semantics since other losses don’t consider it.
Let ψj () be the feature map obtained after the j-th convolutional layer of the
VGG-19 CNN, then our content loss is defined as Euclidean distance between
feature representations of the enhanced and target images:
Lcontent =



1
kψj FW (Is ) − ψj It k,
Cj Hj Wj

(3.6)

where Cj , Hj and Wj denotes the number, height and width of the feature
maps, and FW (Is ) the enhanced image.
Total variation loss
In addition to previous losses, we add total variation (TV) loss [Aly & Dubois,
2005] to enforce spatial smoothness of the produced images:
Ltv =

1
k∇x FW (Is ) + ∇y FW (Is )k,
CHW

(3.7)

where C, H and W are the dimensions of the generated image FW (Is ). As it is
relatively lowly weighted (see Equation 3.8), it does not harm high-frequency
components while it is quite effective at removing salt-and-pepper noise.
Total loss
Our final loss is defined as a weighted sum of previous losses with the following
coefficients:
Ltotal = Lcontent + 0.4 · Ltexture + 0.1 · Lcolor + 400 · Ltv ,

(3.8)

where the content loss is based on the features produced by the relu 5 4 layer
of the VGG-19 network. The coefficients were chosen based on preliminary
experiments on the DPED training data.
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Figure 3.7: The overall architecture of the proposed system.
3.4.2

Generator and Discriminator CNNs

Figure 3.7 illustrates the overall architecture of the proposed CNNs. Our image transformation network is fully-convolutional, and starts with a 9×9 layer
followed by four residual blocks. Each residual block consists of two 3×3 layers alternated with batch-normalization layers. We use two additional layers
with kernels of size 3×3 and one with 9×9 kernels after the residual blocks.
All layers in the transformation network have 64 channels and are followed
by a ReLU activation function, except for the last one, where a scaled tanh is
applied to the outputs.
The discriminator CNN consists of five convolutional layers each followed
by a LeakyReLU nonlinearity and batch normalization. The first, second and
fifth convolutional layers are strided with a step size of 4, 2 and 2, respectively. A sigmoidal activation function is applied to the outputs of the last
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Table 3.2: Average PSNR/SSIM results on DPED test images for the proposed method and methods of Dong et al. [Dong et al., 2014] and Johnson et al.[Johnson et al., 2016]
Phone
APE
Dong et al.
Johnson et al. Ours
PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM
iPhone
BlackBerry
Sony

17.28 0.863 19.27 0.899 20.32 0.916 20.08 0.920
18.91 0.892 18.89 0.913 20.11 0.930 20.07 0.933
19.45 0.917 21.21 0.939 21.33 0.943 21.81 0.944

fully-connected layer containing 1024 neurons and produces a probability that
the input image was taken by the target DSLR camera.

3.4.3

Training details

The network was trained on a Nvidia Titan X GPU for 20K iterations using a batch size of 50. The parameters of the network were optimized using
Adam [Kingma & Ba, 2014] modification of stochastic gradient descent with a
learning rate of 5e-4. The whole pipeline and experimental setup was identical
for all cameras.

3.5

Experiments

Our general goal to “improve image quality” is subjective and hard to evaluate
quantitatively. We suggest a set of tools and methods from the literature that are
most relevant to our problem. We use them, as well as our proposed method,
on a set of test images taken by mobile devices and compare how close the
results are to the DSRL shots.
In Section 3.5.1, we present the methods we compare to. Then we present both
objective and subjective evaluations: the former w.r.t the ground truth reference
(i.e., the DSLR images) in Section 3.5.2, the latter with no-reference subjective
quality scores in Section 3.5.3. Finally, Section 3.5.4 analyzes the limitations
of the proposed solution.
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Figure 3.8: From left to right, top to bottom: original iPhone photo and the
same image after applying, respectively: APE, Dong et al. [Dong et al., 2014],
Johnson et al. [Johnson et al., 2016], our generator network, and the corresponding DSLR image.
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Benchmark methods

In addition to our proposed photo enhancement solution, we compare with the
following tools and methods.
Apple Photo Enhancer (APE) is a commercial product known to generate
among the best visual results, while the algorithm is unpublished. We trigger
the method using the automatic Enhance function from the Photos app. It
performs image improvement without taking any parameters.
Dong et al. [Dong et al., 2014] is a fundamental baseline super-resolution
method, thus addressing a task related to end-to-end image-to-image mapping.
Hence we chose it to apply on our task and compare with. The method relies on
a standard 3-layer CNN and MSE loss function and maps from low resolution
/ corrupted image to the restored image.
Johnson et al. [Johnson et al., 2016] is one of the latest state of the art in
photo-realistic super-resolution and style transferring tasks. The method is
based on a deep residual network (with four residual blocks, each consisting of
two convolutional layers) that is trained to minimize a VGG-based loss function.
Manual enhancement. We asked a graphical artist to enhance color, sharpness and general look-and-feel of 9 images using professional software (Adobe
Photoshop CS6). A time limit of one workday was given, so as to simulate a
realistic scenario.
Figure 3.8 illustrates the ensemble of enhancement methods we consider for
comparison in our experiments. Dong et al. [Dong et al., 2014] and Johnson et al. [Johnson et al., 2016] are trained using the same train image pairs as
for our solution for each of the smartphones from the DPED dataset.
3.5.2

Quantitative evaluation

We first quantitatively compare APE, Dong et al. [Dong et al., 2014], Johnson et al. [Johnson et al., 2016] and our method on the task of mapping photos
from three low-end cameras to the high-quality DSLR (Canon) images and report the results in Table 3.2. As such, we do not evaluate global image quality
but, rather, we measure resemblance to a reference (the ground truth DSLR image). We use classical distance metrics, namely PSNR and SSIM scores: the
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Figure 3.9: Examples of original (top) vs. enhanced (bottom) images captured
by BlackBerry camera.

former measures signal distortion w.r.t the reference, the latter measures structural similarity which is known to be a strong cue for perceived quality [Wang
et al., 2004]. First, one can note that our method is the best in terms of SSIM, at
the same time producing images that are cleaner and sharper, thus perceptually
performs the best. On PSNR terms, our method competes with the state of the
art: it slightly improves or worsens depending on the dataset, i.e., on the actual
phone used. Alignment issues could be responsible for these minor variations,
and thus we consider Johnson et al.’s method [Johnson et al., 2016] and ours
equivalent here, while outperforming other methods. In Figure 3.8 we show visual results comparing to the source photo (iPhone) and the target DSLR photo
(Canon). Examples for other phones are shown in Figures 3.9 and 3.10.
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Figure 3.10: Examples of original (top) vs. enhanced (bottom) images captured by Sony camera.
3.5.3

User study

Our goal is to produce DSLR-quality images for the end user of smartphone
cameras. To measure overall quality we designed a no-reference user study
where subjects are repeatedly asked to choose the better looking picture out
of a displayed pair. Users were instructed to ignore precise picture composition errors (e.g., field of view, perspective variation, etc.). There was no time
limit given to the participants, images were shown in full resolution and the
users were allowed to zoom in and out at will. In this setting, we did the following pairwise comparisons (every group of experiments contains 3 classes
of pictures, the users were shown all possible pairwise combinations of these
classes):
(i) Comparison between:
• original low-end phone photos,
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(a) BlackBerry phone

(b) iPhone

(c) Sony phone

(d) Enhanced iPhone pictures

Figure 3.11: User study, results of pairwise comparisons. In every subfigure,
the first three bars show the result of the pairwise experiments, while the last
bar shows the distribution of the aggregated scores.
• DSLR photos,
• photos enhanced by our proposed method.
At every question, the user is shown two pictures from different categories
(original, DSLR or enhanced). 9 scenes were used for each phone (e.g., see
Figure 3.12). In total, there are 27 questions for every phone, thus 81 in total.
(ii) Additionally, we compared (iPhone images only):
• photos enhanced by the proposed method,
• photos enhanced manually (by a professional),
• photos enhanced by APE.
We again considered 9 images that resulted in 27 binary selection questions.
Thus, in total the study consists of 108 binary questions. All pairs are shuffled
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Figure 3.12: The 9 scenes shown to the participants of the user study. Here:
BlackBerry images enhanced using our technique.
randomly for every subject, as is the sequence of displayed images. 42 subjects
unaware of the goal of this work participated. They are mostly young scientists
with a computer science background.
Figure 3.11 shows results: for every experiment the first 3 bars show the results
of the pairwise comparison averaged over the 9 images shown, while the last
bar shows the fraction of cases when the selected method was chosen over all
experiments.
The subfigures 3.11a-c show the results of enhancing photos from 3 different
mobile devices. It can be seen that in all cases both pictures taken with a DSLR
as well as pictures enhanced by the proposed CNN are picked much more often
than the original ones taken with the mobile devices. When subjects are asked
to select the better picture among the DSLR-picture and our enhanced picture,
the choice is almost random (see the third bar in subfigures 3.11a-c). This
means that the quality difference is inexistent or indistinguishable, and users
resort to chance.
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Subfigure 3.11d shows user choices among our method, human artist work,
and APE. Although human enhancement turns out to be slightly preferred to
the automatic APE, the images enhanced by our method are picked more often,
outperforming even manual retouching.
We can conclude that our results are of on pair quality compared to DSLR images, while starting from low quality phone cameras. The human subjects are
unable to distinguish between them — the preferences are equally distributed.

3.5.4

Limitations

Since the proposed enhancement process is fully automated, some flaws are
inevitable. Two typical artifacts that can appear on the processed images are
color deviations (see ground/mountains in first image of Figure 3.13) and too
high contrast levels (second image). Although they often cause rather plausible
visual effects, in some situations this can lead to content changes that may
look artificial, i.e. greenish asphalt in the second image of the first column in
Figure 3.13. Another notable problem is noise amplification – due to the nature
of GANs, they can effectively restore high frequency-components. However,
high-frequency noise is emphasized too. Figure 3.13 (2nd and 3rd images of
the first column) shows that a high noise in the original image is amplified in
the enhanced image. Note that this noise issue occurs mostly on the lowestquality photos (i.e., from the iPhone), not on the better phone cameras.
Finally, the need of a strong supervision in the form of matched source/target
training image pairs makes the process tedious to repeat for other cameras. To
overcome this, we propose a weakly-supervised approach in [Ignatov et al.,
2017b] that does not require the mentioned correspondence.

3.6

Conclusions

We proposed a photo enhancement solution to effectively transform cameras
from common smartphones into high quality DSLR cameras. Our end-to-end
deep learning approach uses a composite perceptual error function that combines content, color and texture losses. To train and evaluate our method we
introduced DPED – a large-scale dataset that consists of real photos captured
from three different phones and one high-end reflex camera, and suggested an
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efficient way of calibrating the images so that they are suitable for image-toimage learning. Our quantitative and qualitative assessments reveal that the
enhanced images demonstrate a quality comparable to DSLR-taken photos,
and the method itself can be applied to cameras of various quality levels.
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Figure 3.13: Typical artifacts generated by our method (2nd column) compared with original iPhone images (1st column).

4
Efficient Architectural Structural
Element Decomposition

4.1

Chapter overview

Decomposing 3D building models into architectural elements is an essential
step in understanding their 3D structure which, in turn, is crucial for understanding the city.
In this chapter we define Architectural Structural Elements (ASEs), simple geometrically and semantically distinctive elements of buildings and demonstrate
how one can efficiently decompose a point cloud representing a building into
these components. Although we focus on landmark buildings, our approach
generalizes to arbitrary 3D objects.
We formulate the decomposition as a multi-label optimization that identifies
individual elements of a landmark. This allows our system to cope with noisy,
incomplete, outlier-contaminated 3D point clouds. We suggest four types of
structural cues, namely dominant mirror symmetries, rotational symmetries,
shape primitives, and polylines capturing free-form shapes of the landmark
not explained by symmetry. Our novel method combines these cues enabling
modeling the variability present in complex 3D models, and robustly decomposing them into architectural structural elements. Our proposed architectural
decomposition facilitates significant 3D model compression and shape-specific
modeling.
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Figure 4.1: Our method segments a point cloud of a landmark building into
coherent architectural structural elements, such as walls and towers based on
structural cues. The noisy points that do not belong to any component get a
random assignment.

4.2

Introduction

Modeling our environment is a common strive in photogrammetry, computer
vision and graphics. 3D modeling from imagery has been going through a great
evolution over the past decades, maturing methods like incremental Structurefrom-Motion (SfM) [Locher et al., 2016; Tingdahl & Van Gool, 2012; Wu,
2013], Internet-scale point cloud reconstruction from imagery [Agarwal et al.,
2009], high-accuracy detailed surface reconstructions via dense Multi-View
Stereo (MVS) [Furukawa & Ponce, 2010; Hiep et al., 2012], and achieved success in procedural modeling of facades [Müller et al., 2007; Riemenschneider
et al., 2012]. LiDAR is an alternative dominant technology to obtain point
clouds of urban scenes [Toshev et al., 2010].
In this work, we tackle the abstraction and understanding of 3D point clouds
delivered by such state-of-the-art technologies. Planar priors [Werner & Zisserman, 2002; Sinha et al., 2009; Bódis-Szomorú et al., 2014, 2015b], or a
Manhattan-world assumption [Vanegas et al., 2010] proved to be enough for
many man-made structures. However, for a large mass of buildings, especially
landmarks, a simple shape primitive abstraction will not suffice. Instead, we
propose to decompose a 3D reconstruction by exploiting symmetries within
the model. Such a decomposition is a first step towards understanding and
compactly modeling the architectural elements of a landmark.
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Our method is based on weak architectural priors that naturally hold for a majority of buildings, namely mirror symmetries, rotational symmetries, walls
and floor plan elements. The method starts with a semi-dense 3D point cloud
that may be contaminated by noise and gross outliers, and may be highly inhomogeneous. Point clouds obtained by Structure-from-Motion (SfM) often
suffer from such contamination. We show how to robustly detect structural
cues, more precisely, axis directions of dominant mirror symmetries, the center
point of rotational symmetries, walls, and free-form parts that are not explained
by the symmetries. These cues provide a strong guidance for extracting dominant and semantically meaningful components of a model, such as a wall, a
tower, an arch, etc., as illustrated in Figure 4.1. We refer to these components
as Architectural Structural Elements (ASE) throughout this work. We formulate the decomposition problem as an energy-driven, multi-label point cloud
segmentation. The main contributions of this work are:
• A model that combines symmetries, planes and free-form polylines for
decomposing a point cloud into ASEs.
• Methods for detecting structural cues (dominant mirror symmetries and
bodies of revolution, as well as residual free-form parts) in point clouds.
• A global energy formulation and optimization approach for partitioning
a point cloud into meaningful components based on structural cues.
Our proposed abstraction paves the road to 3D model compression [Wu &
Agarwal, 2012] or to shape-specific models [Dame et al., 2013; Bao et al.,
2013].

4.3

Related Work

Reconstructing surfaces from point clouds is a dominant problem in computer
vision as well as computer graphics. The range of research varies from volumetric segmentation to the detection of symmetries and repetitions, enforcing
shape priors and shape primitives. Depending on the architecture or manufacturing [Berger et al., 2014] there may be other constraints. For example, for
simple Manhattan-style skyscrapers the modeling can be as simple as a rectangular box [Vanegas et al., 2010]. For Haussmannian architecture, strong priors
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or regular floors may be sufficient to model the buildings [Teboul et al., 2010].
For more general architecture, more relaxed structural principles such as symmetries have to be used [Martinović et al., 2012; Riemenschneider et al., 2012;
Martinović et al., 2015]. Further even, in the case of real cities with regular
planar buildings and complex shapes like statues, a hybrid model can be applied [Lafarge et al., 2013].
For landmark architecture there are few rules that hold across multiple landmarks, hence a more per-exemplar approach is needed. This is the direction
we propose in this work, where we tackle the decomposition and understanding of architectural structures for landmarks.

4.3.1

Primitive Detection

In the line of shape priors for arbitrary surface reconstruction, there are two
general cases. Either the raw data is replaced by a fitted shape primitive (hard
prior), or in the other case an attraction force to the fitted shape primitive is used
(soft prior). Both hard and soft priors are used in various forms (e.g. primitive
fitting, shape grammars, etc.) to produce robust and clean results.
Methods for hard priors use robust fitting of models like planes or cylinders [Fischler & Bolles, 1981]. Schnabel et al. [Schnabel et al., 2007] detect
simple primitives such as planes, spheres, cylinders, etc., and further extend
shape primitives across the remaining surfaces for completion [Schnabel et al.,
2009].
For the soft priors the prior is only included within the optimization which
smoothes out the final surface. Haene et al. [Haene et al., 2012] have shown
this for piecewise planar priors and the works of Dame [Dame et al., 2013] and
Bao [Bao et al., 2013] showed this for arbitrary shape priors learned from 3D
training data.
Monszpart et al. [Monszpart & Brostow, 2015] have recently shown that indoors and outdoors man-made scenes can be efficiently represented as regular arrangements of planes. Moreover, piecewise-planar representation can
in itself produce very high quality models of indoor environments, as shown
in [Boulch et al., 2014]. Plane fitting can be useful to enhance the representation of urban data, as shown in [Chauve et al., 2010]. Oesau et al. [Oesau et al.,
2015] showed that it is possible to interleave plane detection and regularization
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of the scene with the detections. Lafarge et al. [Lafarge et al., 2009] detect
multiple types of shape primitives in a recognition-style method, as they first
cluster the input data into planar, concave, convex and non-developable surface
types. This in turn defines the type of primitive to detect and removes much of
the complexity of detecting all feasible shape primitives.
Verdie and Lafarge [Verdie & Lafarge, 2014] propose an efficient Monte Carlo
sampler for detecting parametric objects in large scenes exploiting parallel processing and reversible jumps between different primitive types.
In another work by Lafarge et al. [Lafarge et al., 2010] it is demonstrated that
integration of primitive models can be useful for multi-view reconstruction.
Lafarge et al. [Lafarge et al., 2013] also propose a hybrid solution between
shape primitives and arbitrary mesh topology. The authors initially show how
to estimate the fitting of multiple shape primitives efficiently. The hybrid solution then allows for compact models while still preserving the details for
arbitrary structures.
Primitive detection can also be done in 2D, on image sequences. For example,
Pham et al. [Pham et al., 2014] fit orthogonal models to multi-view images.
Overall, these methods provide a better understanding through shape priors
and primitives. Yet all methods have implicitly two drawbacks. First, they
still require models for each specific types of primitive. Second, they cannot
handle non-standard shape primitives which are large, complex shapes such as
architectural elements (e.g. an entire tower) in landmark buildings.
To the best of our knowledge, [Wu & Agarwal, 2012] is the only related work
for abstraction of buildings as it tries to decompose buildings into 2D sweeping
profiles. However, in our experience, it iteratively finds the profiles and has
problems decomposing into these architectural elements, mainly due to the
lack of robustness of the method. Hence, [Wu & Agarwal, 2012] would benefit
from a more holistic decomposition.
4.3.2

Symmetry Detection

Symmetries have been explored in computer vision for a long time and review
reports are available [Liu et al., 2009; Mitra et al., 2013]. However, among the
first to apply it for 3D buildings were [Mitra et al., 2006, 2007; Pauly et al.,
2008].
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Mitra et al. [Mitra et al., 2006] introduce a voting for symmetries for reflection,
rotation and translation. In their follow-up work, [Mitra et al., 2007], they use
the voting space to create a symmetrization effect to enhance symmetries while
maintaining the shape of the model. Pauly et al. [Pauly et al., 2008] discover
structural regularity by detecting repeated structures in 3D objects, which have
been generated by the means of computer graphics. They simultaneously evaluate the repetition pattern and detect the repeating geometric elements.
Cohen et al. [Cohen et al., 2012] take it one step further and let the symmetries influence the Structure-from-Motion optimization, whereas Koeser at
al. [Köser et al., 2011] exploit mirror symmetries in dense reconstructions from
a single view.
Zheng et al. [Zheng et al., 2014] rearrange parts of objects within large yet
clean shape collections. In their recent work, Liu et al. [Liu et al., 2015] define
replaceable substructures and use the shape graph for remodeling.
Contrary to these approaches, we start from point clouds and tackle the decomposition and understanding of real-world 3D landmark reconstructions.
In summary, (1) we show a working method on noisy data, as other research
usually only works with symmetries on clean 3D models, (2) the majority of
works take pre-separated components for structural analysis and we aim to
automate this separation, (3) our strengths over ill-suited point-wise analysis
or recognition is that we can extract high-level groupings based on symmetries
and coherent global similarities rather than making local decisions, and (4) we
propose a new notion that extends from fixed primitive sets to arbitrary shapes,
hence we provide a more general and scalable approach.
In particular, our point clouds are built from image-based reconstructions using
Structure-from-Motion (SfM) tools [Tingdahl & Van Gool, 2012; Wu, 2013]
and contain many noisy points and inaccuracies over clean CAD-style models.
Further, we propose a method for segmenting complex landmark structures
into parts using a range of structural cues such as mirror symmetries, bodies
of rotation, plane primitives, and free-form polylines. More cues can easily be
included in our unified optimization scheme.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.2: An overview of our method: (a) semi-dense point cloud as input,
(b) identification of mirror symmetries and centers of bodies of revolution (axes
in red), (c) extraction of free-form polylines, (d) our segmentation result.

4.4

ASE Decomposition

The overall goal of our method is to decompose a 3D point cloud representing a
landmark into semantically meaningful architectural structural elements (ASE)
of the building. Figure 4.2 gives an overview of our approach.
The input to our algorithm is a 3D point cloud of a building. In a preprocessing
step, we align our input point cloud with the gravity vector (we extract it from
a raw point cloud using the method suggested in [Wu & Agarwal, 2012]) and
scale it to real-world (metric) scale, which can be easily automatized knowing
the (coarse) GPS positions of the cameras. Next, we extract normals by Principal Component Analysis (PCA) over the 3D k-NN neighborhood of each point.
We denote an oriented 3D point by pi = (Xi , Ni ). Exploiting the natural verti-
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cal prior for walls, for some of the cues we project the points and their normals
to the ground. We denote the coordinates and normals of the projected points
as pi = (xi , ni ). The corresponding point height is denoted as hi .
We only use the 2D projections for detecting the mirror and rotational symmetries and extracting free-form shapes. By doing that, we assume that the rotational and mirror symmetries are aligned with the gravity vector. This is true
for the vast majority of buildings (with an exception of, for example, falling
towers).
Next, we perform detection of structural cues. First, we analyze the point cloud
to detect its dominant mirror symmetries (to find opposing walls) and rotational
symmetries (to detect bodies of revolution, e.g. towers) (Figure 4.2b). Second,
we extract a rough floor plan of the point cloud to capture free-form structures
that are not well explained by the symmetries (Figure 4.2c). Additionally, we
extract planes and use them as low-level structural cues as well. In the further
discussions we use the keys {mir, rot, poly, plane} to refer to these cues. Finally, we formulate a global energy minimization to robustly assign every 3D
point to the structural elements that are generated either by a symmetry or a
free-form shape (Figure 4.2d).
It is important to note that the symmetry detection in Section 4.4.1, as well as
the free-form polyline extraction in Section 4.4.2 and plane detection in 4.4.3
only provide symmetries and polylines that enter as hypotheses into a final optimization, discussion of which is detailed in Section 4.4.4. This optimization
can suppress unlikely structural cues.

4.4.1

Symmetry Analysis

Symmetries are prominent properties of many landmarks. It is common for
buildings to have self-reflection (e.g. opposite walls are often symmetric) or
rotational symmetry (e.g. for towers or domes).
In this work, we demonstrate the detection of mirror and rotational symmetries. We extract them in the aforementioned 2D ground projection. The main
goal is the optimization over various structural cues, however additionally we
demonstrate our methods in two variants for collecting symmetry evidence,
namely Hough space voting [Ballard, 1981; Hough, 1959] and RANSAC [Fischler & Bolles, 1981]. Inspired by [Mitra et al., 2006], we generate votes for
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each pair of points for a symmetry in Hough space, and show the extension of
the approach with RANSAC that is less demanding to computational resources
and memory. The RANSAC approach is greatly inspired by the Hough space
voting, and we present them both for clearer comparison and analysis of each
approach.
Point Matching
For Hough voting, in order to prevent filling in the voting space with votes for
unlikely 2D symmetries, only a selected subset of all possible point pairs is
allowed to vote for symmetries. For simplicity, our criterion for a point pair
{pi , pj } (a matching pair from now on) to generate a vote is
|hi − hj | < th ,

(4.1)

where hi is the height of pi over the ground as introduced earlier, and th is a
height difference threshold defined as
th = 0.1 · (maxi hi − mini hi ).

(4.2)

We note that this simple criterion could be replaced by a more sophisticated
matching of local 3D shape descriptors, e.g. spin images [Johnson & Hebert,
1999], FPFH [Rusu et al., 2009] or 3D SURF [Knopp et al., 2010].
Detecting Mirror Symmetries
Hough Voting Approach. For mirror symmetries, every matching pair
(pi , pj ) votes for a hypothesized symmetry line, which is the perpendicular
bisector of the 2D segment connecting pi and pj , as shown in Figure 4.3a. This
symmetry line is parametrized by a pair (Dij , φij ) (i.e. a point) in the Hough
space Hmir (D, φ), where Dij is the distance of the line from the origin and φij
is the characteristic angle of the line shown in the figure. Figure 4.4a visualizes
these Hough space votes for the example of Figure 4.2a. In this parametrization, we move the origin to be below and to the left from the lowest left-most
point of the cloud. This is done to reduce the voting space: no symmetry line
will have the characteristic angle φij ∈ (π; 23 π).
Next, we extract dominant peaks in Hough space, which correspond to likely
axes of mirror symmetry. Here, we restrict ourselves to the two dominant
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pi
pi
pj
pj

Dij

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.3: Our voting schemes for mirror (a) and rotational symmetries (b).
(a) the points pi and pj vote for the direction of the red perpendicular bisector
of the segment connecting the points, parametrized by its distance Dij to the
origin and its depicted angle φij . (b) The points pi and pj vote for a pivot point
that lies at the intersection of the green lines passing through the points parallel
to the normals.
perpendicular symmetries, which allows for a robust and parameter-free peak
detection. More precisely, we seek the global maximum of
Hmir (D1 , φ) + Hmir (D2 , {φ + π/2} mod 2π)

(4.3)

as a function of (D1 , D2 , φ) to obtain the two peaks, i.e., two symmetry axes
(D1∗ , φ∗ ) and (D2∗ , {φ∗ + π/2}mod 2π).
This is solved exhaustively, where for each discrete value of φ, the maximal
Hmir (D1 ) and Hmir (D2 ) are found (1D searches) and summed. However, this
comes at virtually no cost as a coarse discretization (in the order of 360 × 200)
of our 2D Hough space proved to work well with our datasets.
RANSAC Approach. To form a mirror symmetry hypothesis, only two points
are needed. If we have randomly selected a pair of points (pi , pj ), they form a
hypothesis for a symmetry line that is a perpendicular bisector of the 2D line
between xi and xj . Then, a part of the point cloud lying on one side of the
symmetry line (the side can be chosen arbitrarily, we use the part with less
points to save computational resources) is flipped over the symmetry line. We
perform mirror reflection of the point cloud. To do so, we move every point
from the original point cloud in the direction of the normal to the symmetry
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Figure 4.4: Hough spaces for voting for (a) symmetry lines of mirror symmetries, (b) pivot points of rotational symmetries for the point cloud shown in
Figure 4.2. Red dots show the extracted peaks (see the text for details).
line. Among the two possible normal orientations we choose the one pointing
from the point towards the symmetry line. The length of the shift is equal to
two distances between the point and the symmetry line. As a result of this operation, we have two groups of points lying on the same side of the symmetry
line. We count a point as an inlier if it has a point from another group within
the proximity threshold tm = 0.05 for a metric-scaled point cloud. An example of the described procedure is shown in Figure 4.5. We repeat the random
hypothesis generation iterations until RANSAC confidence is higher than 99%.
We define confidence ξ as
ξ = 1 − (1 − w2 )i ,

(4.4)

where i is the number of iterations and w is the ratio of number of inliers to the
overall number of points. In the equation, w2 is a best guess of the probability
that both randomly selected points are inliers, and the value of ξ therefore
indicates the probability that at least one hypothesis out of i ones is made with
two inliers.
To define a good value for the parameter tm , we run a solution stability test
shown in Figure 4.6. In the picture one can see results of the RANSAC procedure run multiple times on the same dataset. It can be seen that the smaller the
threshold of point proximity tm goes, the more similar are the solutions over
multiple iterations.
As before, we aim to find the dominant perpendicular symmetries of the
dataset. Therefore, we count the points as inliers only if they have a normal
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Figure 4.5: Mirror symmetry detection with RANSAC. Left: two randomly
selected points (red inside) form a hypothesis (red line). Points from one side
(with a blue outline) are mirrored, the result is shown on the right. Inliers
(i.e. the points that have a point from another symmetry side nearby) are colored green. In the first guess (top row) the guess is not lucky and there are not
many inliers. In the second guess (bottom row) every point is an inlier.
that is perpendicular to the symmetry line (the absolute value of the dot product
between the normal and the symmetry line direction is lower than a threshold
td = 0.1) and run the procedure twice, restricting the result of the second run
from being too close to the first detected symmetry. As a result, we end up with
the two symmetry lines that correspond to the dominant perpendicular symmetries of the point cloud. It should be noted that orthogonality of the detected
symmetries is not enforced (as in the case of Hough transform). However, the
search terminates after two symmetries are found.
Although, as will be shown further, our optimization is independent on the
orthogonality of the detected mirror symmetries, we restrict ourselves to the
two dominant directions. There are two reasons for choosing of such a model
(in the discussion we are referring to Figure 4.7):
Detection stability. Detecting maxima in Hough space is a challenging task.
Usually, non-maximum suppression (NMS) is used for that. In Figure 4.7, the house model in the left column has two dominant symmetries
(that are highlighted with green circles on the Hough space plot). How-
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Figure 4.6: The RANSAC solution stability test of parameter tm [inlier distance in meters] on the Fraumuenster dataset. The columns show different
solutions of the same mirror symmetry problem by RANSAC. For different
rows, different values of tm are chosen. It can be seen that the smaller tm goes,
the more stable the solution becomes.
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Figure 4.7: Mirror symmetry detection performance on different cases. Top:
initial datasets (a house with orthogonal walls and a hexagonal building), middle: Hough space voting, bottom: RANSAC detections (from a top view).
ever, there are two diagonal flip symmetries that also contribute a high
score to the Hough space (highlighted in red). If our detections are based
only on NMS, the method becomes extremely sensitive to the NMS parameters that have to be tuned for every model. For Hough spaces, another advantage the restrictive search brings is the solution to the space
discontinuity problem. In case of general Hough voting symmetry lines
that pass close to origin can have very different angles. This might be
a problem for classical Hough space maxima detection techniques, such
as NMS (as points that are far away in the Hough space might be very
close in the original space). However, when using the restrictive search,
the problem disappears as the search is performed row-wise.
Model simplicity. In our experiment, RANSAC was always able to return two
dominant mirror symmetries after two iterations. However, if the number of mirror symmetries is unknown, we need to determine the number
of iterations after which to stop. In case of the house (left side of the picture), four iterations is too much (as it only has two mirror symmetries),
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whereas for a hexagonal building six iterations is needed to detect all
symmetries. The task of analyzing multiple detections and determining
the number of correct ones we leave for future work.

Detecting Rotational Symmetries
Hough Voting Approach. In the case of rotational symmetries, each matching point pair (pi , pj ) votes for a hypothesized rotational pivot point (xij , yij )
in a 2D Hough space Hrot (x, y) of pivot points. The hypothesized pivot resides
at the intersection of the two lines, each passing through the corresponding
point parallel to its normal direction, as shown in Figure 4.3b.
Since for rotational symmetries we do not have such a natural simplifying constraint for peak detection as in the case of mirror symmetries, the standard
scheme is employed for peak extraction. We use non-maximum suppression
with window size w and perform repeated peak extraction until a confidence
threshold c is reached as Hrot (x, y) > c. We note however, that parameters
w and c are kept fixed throughout the datasets in the experimental section, and
recall that the detected symmetries enter as hypotheses into the final optimization in Section 4.4.4. An example of the corresponding Hough space is shown
in Figure 4.4b.

RANSAC Approach. We define body of revolution (BOR) as a set of 2D
circles parallel to the ground plane in 3D space that share the same rotational
pivot point and are located on different heights. A natural extension to this is
a requirement for the radii of the circles to change smoothly with the height
change, but we let the final global optimization take care of this.
To detect bodies of revolution, we make hypotheses about their rotational pivot
points on the 2D ground plane by simply extracting 2D circles. Then (in
the final optimization), we use context-aware point-wise potentials to decide
whether a point is likely to belong to BOR with a center given by a particular
2D circle.
Given a pair of points (pi , pj ), we generate a hypothesis for a circle with a
center c at the point of intersection of the lines that go through (xi , xj ) and are
parallel to (ni , nj ). The radius r of the circle is the mean value of distances
||xi − c|| and ||xj − c|| of points pi and pj to the circle centre c. If the
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Figure 4.8: Splitting the circle hypothesis into angular bins. The red lines
define a circle hypothesis. The circle is split into eight segments, and points in
each are counted to form a density distribution illustrated on the histogram to
the right.
difference in these distances is too high (larger than half a meter), we discard
the hypothesis. We count the point pk as an inlier to the current hypothesis if
r − rt ≤ ||xk − c|| ≤ r + rt ,

(4.5)

i.e. it lies on the same circle within a radius threshold tr .
To prevent the algorithm to find incomplete circles (i.e., the circles that do not
have support from different sides), we bin the inliers into eight angular bins
over the circle’s circumference. The binning process is illustrated in Figure 4.8.
For every bin, we compute density value Pb that is a ratio of a number of points
in the bin b to the total number of points in the circle. To evaluate how equally
the points are distributed, we compute the entropy
H̄(P ) = −

8
X

Pb log8 Pb ,

(4.6)

b=1

that is normalized between zero and one. In the RANSAC procedure, we compare the hypotheses not by the number of inliers, but by the entropy value. The
hypothesis with the highest entropy is considered to be the best.
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As in the case of mirror symmetries, we run the RANSAC procedure until
the confidence in the best hypothesis reaches the value of 99% (again, we use
Equation 4.4 to determine the confidence). However, to avoid fitting circles to
the point clouds that don’t have any, we discard the procedure if it reaches the
maximal number of iterations.

4.4.2

Detecting Free-form Shapes

To describe parts of the input model that are not explained by symmetries (freeform parts), we additionally summarize the 2D projected point cloud (including
symmetric parts) as a low number of polylines. In other words, our method is
designed to extract a set of 2D polylines that approximate the entire floor plan
of the object.
As a preprocessing, points lying on near-vertical surfaces (walls, typically) are
extracted, as these are more representative for creating a floor plan. We remove
points lying on slanted surfaces (e.g. roofs) and horizontal surfaces based on
the angle between their 3D normals and the vertical direction, and we aim to
summarize the remaining subset of ground-projected points with a low number
of 2D polylines.
First, we decompose the 2D point cloud into disjoint local partitions and robustly extract a single dominant 2D line segment from each such partition onthe-fly. The algorithm performs a single run through all points for efficiency,
selects the next unpartitioned point as seed, and grows a partition in the 2D
K-nearest neighborhood up to a distance threshold. The latter controls the size
of the aperture, i.e. the extent of the partitions. The dominant line segment is
extracted from each partition using RANSAC [Fischler & Bolles, 1981] (with
soft-scoring) and least-squares segment fitting to the inliers. This simple approach tends to preserve locally linear structures while summarizing a 2D point
cloud into three orders of magnitude less segments.
Second, the line segments are to be snapped and linked into polylines. To do
so, we mark two end-points of segments for snapping if they are nearest neighbors and are within a distance threshold. From these pairwise adjacencies, we
identify connected groups of vertices and collapse them into a single vertex at
their centroid. Next, the full set of segments is linked into polylines between
end-points and junctions in a tracing procedure based on vertex valence, and
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the resulting polylines are subject to a Douglas-Peucker polygon simplification [Douglas & Peucker, 1973]. In a final cleaning step, short polylines are
eliminated. The output is a set of polylines roughly approximating the shape
of dense clusters in the 2D point cloud. An example of detected polylines is
shown in Figure 4.2c and Figure 4.9.

4.4.3

Detecting Planes

Planes are a very low-level cue, but are ubiquitous in buildings and mainly
represent walls and roofs. Hence, we detect the planes in 3D with RANSAC.
We always detect as many planes as needed to explain 90% of points and let
the global optimization remove the redundant ones w.r.t. the other structural
cues.

4.4.4

Architectural Structural Element Assignment

The final part of our method is the assignment of an architectural structural
element to every oriented point pi = (xi , ni ) in the point cloud, where xi , ni ∈
R2 , i = 1 . . . , N denote the 2D location and normal of point pi on the ground,
respectively. As will be discussed in detail, each structural element is generated
by one of the structural cues: mirror symmetry, center of body of revolution,
free-form polyline or plane described in the sections above.
We formulate the assignment as a multi-label energy minimization, where each
point obtains a label li ∈ L of a structural element, and the optimal labeling
∗
) ∈ LN is sought for the following energy:
(l1∗ , l2∗ , . . . , lN
E(l1 , l2 , . . . , lN ) =

X

Θ(pi , li )

i=1...N

+ γ1 ·

XX
i

j

Ψ(pi , pj , li , lj ) + γ2 ·

X

Γ(l), (4.7)

∀l∈L

where Θ(pi , li ) is the unary cost of assigning a point pi to a structural element
li , Ψ(pi , pj , li , lj ) is a pairwise term enforcing smoothness of the labeling solution, and Γ(l) encodes our prior for a particular structural element l. In the
following discussion, we define these terms in detail and explain how each cue
generates structural elements.
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Figure 4.9: Examples of detected free-form shapes on the datasets. Left to
right: Orebro, Arch, Colosseum.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
t
Figure 4.10: Definition of angle αil
between a point and a structural cue: (a)
mirror symmetry (t = mir), (b) rotational symmetry (t = rot), (c) free-form
polyline (t = poly).
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Our unary cost for each of the structural cues is
Θ(pi , li ) = 1 − W t (li ) · K t (xi , li ) · C t (ni , li ) · H t (pi , l).

(4.8)

where index t ∈ {mir, rot, poly, plane} refers to the type of structural cue, i.e.,
mirror symmetry, rotational symmetry and polyline, respectively, and the terms
are as follows:
• C t (n, l) ∈ [0, 1] is a measure of how consistent the normal n of a point
p is with a structural element l.
• K t (x, l) ∈ [0, 1] is a kernel, namely a function of the position x of a
point p w.r.t. a structural element l.
• W t (l) ∈ [0, 1] is a weight encoding how important each structural element l ∈ L is for the understanding of the building.
• H t (p, l) ∈ [0, 1] is a weight encoding how well do other points support
the choice of a given point for a structural element l.
We postpone the exact definition of these terms to the next subsections, as they
differ per structural cue (index t).
Our pairwise term in Equation 4.7 is the weighted Potts penalty
(
0,
li = lj
Ψ(pi , pj , li , lj ) =
−λE dE (pi ,pj )
e
, li 6= lj .

(4.9)

This term penalizes any pair of adjacent points (pi , pj ) having different labels,
where adjacency is defined in 3D via k-NN search, k = 100. The penalty
vanishes with the 3D Euclidean distance dE (pi , pj ) between adjacent points,
and λE controls the speed of decrease. In our experiments, we set λE as the
smallest ball neighborhood radius such that 75% of all input points have at
least 100 neighbors, as also suggested in [Wu & Agarwal, 2012].
Finally, our label cost Γ(l) penalizes once for each label l ∈ L occurring in
the solution, i.e., it reduces the number of structural elements occurring in the
solution:
(
1, ∃i : li = l
Γ(l) =
(4.10)
0, otherwise.
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We solve the multi-label optimization efficiently via the α-expansion algorithm [Boykov et al., 2001; Boykov & Kolmogorov, 2004; Kolmogorov &
R.Zabih, 2004]. In [Delong et al., 2011] it is shown that α-expansion is capable of solving energy minimization problems with label cost, such as the one
in Equation 4.7. The parameters γ1 and γ2 balance the relative importance
of the three major energy terms, their choice is discussed in the experiments
section.
Next, we explain how each type of structural cue t = {mir, rot, poly, plane}
is incorporated into the unary term (Equation 4.8) by defining each of its subterms C t (n, l), K t (x, l), W t (l) and H t (p, l).
Energy Terms for Mirror Symmetries
Every detected mirror symmetry generates two architectural structural elements (represented by two labels), one for each side of the symmetry axis,
designed to separate points into symmetric halves, e.g., opposing walls. As discussed in Section 4.4.1, we extract the two dominant orthogonal mirror symmetries for simplicity and robustness (see Figure 4.2b). It should be noted,
however, that our optimization scheme allows for more than two mirror symmetries.
We now define the sub-terms of Equation 4.8 for mirror symmetries (t = mir).
The consistency between the normal ni ∈ R2 of a point pi and a structural
element of label l generated by a mirror symmetry is defined by
mir
C mir (ni , l) = 1 − sin(αil
),

(4.11)

mir
where αil
∈ [0, π2 ] is the angle between the point’s normal ni and the normal
of the symmetry axis (see Figure 4.10a). Kernel K mir (xi , l) defines how well
the coordinates of the point support the mirror symmetry. For the structural
element l generated by one of the sides of the axis,
∗

K mir (pi , l) = e−λE dE (pi ,pi ) ,

(4.12)

where p∗i is the closest point to pi after it is flipped over the mirror symmetry
line.
The weight W mir (l) in Equation 4.8 is set to 1 for all structural elements generated by mirror symmetries (high importance). For this cue we also set H t (p, l)
to 1 because mirror symmetry is a global notion that is not dependent on a local
point support.
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Energy Terms for Rotational Symmetries
Each rotational symmetry generates a single structural element defined by a
body of revolution and identified by a label l ∈ L. Herein, we define the
sub-terms of Equation 4.8 for rotational symmetries (t = rot).
The consistency between the normal ni ∈ R2 of a point pi and the structural
element l generated by a rotational symmetry is defined by
rot
C rot (ni , l) = 1 − sin(αil
),

(4.13)

rot
where αil
is the angle between the point’s normal ni and the line passing
through the point and the pivot point of the rotational symmetry (red dot in
Figure 4.10b).

Unlike dominant mirror symmetries, which tend to be more global for a dataset,
we aim to extract local rotational symmetries. Therefore, we limit the maximal
radii of detected bodies of revolution using a simple kernel:
rot

K (xi , l) =

(
1,

dE (xi , c) < tbr

0, otherwise,

(4.14)

where c is the center of considered body of revolution and tbr is the threshold on
the maximal circle size (we limit it to half of the maximal point cloud width).
As we would like the detected bodies of revolution to be supported from all
sides, we also use the point support weight H t (p, l). Given a point pi , and a
body of revolution hypothesis l we assume it is assigned to a body of revolution
with a center in c. Then, we compute how equally will the points be distributed
in a circle with a center in c and a radius of dE (xi , c). To do so, we use the
same definition of entropy as in Equation 4.6. We split the circle into eight
angular bins and count the number of inliers within the same threshold rt . We
assign the value of entropy H̄(P ∗ (pi , l)) to H rot (pi , l), where P ∗ (pi , l) is a set
of inliers to the current hypothesis of a circle with center in c going through a
point pi .
As for mirror symmetries, the importance weight W rot (l) is set to one for all
rotational symmetries (high importance).
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Energy Terms for Free-form Polylines
Each of the 2D polylines representing the floor plan of the building (Section 4.4.2) generates a single structural element (hence, a label l ∈ L). They
serve to capture free-form structural elements that are not well explained by
symmetry cues. Here, we define the sub-terms of Equation 4.8 for t = poly.
The consistency between the normal ni ∈ R2 of a point pi and a polyline
identified by label l is
poly
C poly (ni , l) = 1 − sin(αil
),

(4.15)

poly
αil

where
is the angle between the point’s normal ni and the line passing
through pi and the closest point p̂il of the polyline, as shown in Figure 4.10c.
Similarly to rotational symmetries, polylines have a local influence, encoded
in the sigmoid kernel
K poly (xi , l) = 1 −

1
,
1 + exp{λp (τp − ||xi − x̂il ||)}

(4.16)

where xi , x̂il ∈ R2 are the 2D positions of pi and of the closest point p̂il on
the polyline, respectively. The inflection point of the sigmoid is fixed at tp =
1 meter, and the steepness of the descent to λp = 20 in all our experiments.
A strong symmetry cue should dominate over polylines in its area of influence.
Therefore, each polyline needs to be weighted depending on how well it can
fit to any symmetry cue. In this vein, we extract the oriented mid-point mlk
from each segment elk of every polyline l, and evaluate Θ(mlk , l0 ) defined
in Equation 4.8 for each structural element l0 generated by detected mirror
(t = mir) and rotational (t = rot) symmetries. Θ(mlk , l0 ) measures how well
the mid-point mlk fits to a symmetry cue. We introduce the polyline usefulness
measure
X
X
Ul =
flk · min(
Θ(mlk , l0 ), 1),
(4.17)
k

l0 =1...L

where flk is the normalized length of segment elk of polyline l, such that
P
k flk = 1. A high Ul indicates that the polygon contains a large number
of segments unexplained by symmetry cues, hence, it is worth considering the
polyline to explain the neighboring points as free-form parts. The weight of
the polyline is defined as the sigmoid
W poly (l) =

1
,
1 + exp{λw (tw − Ul )}

(4.18)
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where we set an abrupt change λw = 20 similarly to Equation 4.16, and
tw = 0.6 in all experiments.
Energy Terms for Planes
For each plane, we define the weight terms as follows. The consistency between the point pi with a normal ni ∈ R2 and the structural element l that is
defined by a plane is
plane
C rot (ni , l) = 1 − sin(αil
),

(4.19)

rot
where αil
is the angle between the point’s normal ni and normal of the plane.

The distance between the point and the plane is captured by the kernel
K plane (xi , l):
∗
K plane (xi , l) = e−λE dE (pi ,pi ) ,
(4.20)
where p∗i is the closest point on the plane to pi .
We also have a preference to planes that are equally supported by points. To
evaluate that, we study the 2D point distribution of the plane inliers. First, we
compute a 2D convex hull for the point inliers on the plane. Then, we split
the space inside the hull into ns 1m x 1m squares, and compute the fraction of
points for every square Pn . Finally, we assign the weight
H̄(pi , l) = −

Pn
X

Pn logPn Pn

(4.21)

b=1

that equals to 1 if the points are completely uniformly distributed and fades to
0 as the distribution becomes less equal. We assign the same weight H(pi , l) to
every point pi . As the planes are robust to detect, we also set their importance
to W plane (l) = 1.

4.5

Experiments

In this section we evaluate the properties of our Architectural Structural Elements decomposition. All used 3D models are reconstructed from unordered
image collections. Despite tremendous progress in the research, these models are still incomplete and very noisy compared to clean computer generated

Sant’Angelo

Colosseum

Arch

Orebro

Dataset

83.3
89.0
81.0
98.4
62.7
86.9
63.1
84.8
38.9
29
35.0
98.8
66.2
8.6
33.7
100
92.1
22.3
68.2
99.8

87.2
79.0
77.9
96.7
6.4
3.9
8.9
8.4

62.3
77.7
83.2
97.5

72.3
14.6
68.5
86.7
17.5
79.0
47.0
88.2

82.3
0
97.3
98.3

76.6
18.7
63.6
89.4
17.2
55.2
54.5
83.4

42.7
7.7
97.5
96.1

74.7
13.8
70.9
98.3
19.7
60.3
52.6
62.5

32.8
18.1
99.6
89.1

66.5
27.3
53.0
94.9
4.9
0.1
16.5
40.8

78.4 71.2
32.4 8.1
39.7 59.4
100.0 98.8
21.3
35.1
57.5
92.2

15.2
8.1
34.6
93.3

86.7
79.9
75.2
97.0
75.4
18.5
47.1
92.3
88.4
17.9
49.3
99.9
37.9
39.5
91.1
59.4

Curvature split
Plane fitting
Primitive fitting
Our method
Curvature split
Plane fitting
Primitive fitting
Our method
Curvature split
Plane fitting
Primitive fitting
Our method
Curvature split
Plane fitting
Primitive fitting
Our method

86.7
82.8
78.0
96.4
61.3
91.6
62.8
92.2
89.1
7.7
52.8
78.6
25.4
33.3
58.6
55.5

Segmentation accuracy [Jaccard index in %]. Per label: red for
mirror symmetries, green for bodies of revolution, yellow for
polylines, blue for planes

Method

72.64
41.25
63.80
95.45
31.81
47.84
45.60
71.65
72.14
18.20
45.70
92.43
54.10
25.90
78.65
86.96

Mean
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Table 4.1: Overview of the datasets and comparison of our method with a pure
curvature-based split, plane fitting and primitive fitting [Schnabel et al., 2007].

Trinity Chapel
(failure case)

Fraumuenster

Grossmuenster

Dataset

2.6
28.6
63.8
0
2.5
22.4
20.0
84.7
32.9
24.3
44.2
67.2

0.4 2.2
0
20.2
0
24.4
0
79.3
0.9
82.7
76.03
77.6
16.7 32.8
26.0 9.5
24.3 61.8
21.8 56.1

2.4
19.6
18.9
87.2

0.8
11.8
65.4
6.2

2.8
54.5
43.3
81.7
1.8
68.0
64.0
86.3
24.7
24.7
28.2
56.6

Curvature split
Plane fitting
Primitive fitting
Our method
Curvature split
Plane fitting
Primitive fitting
Our method
Curvature split
Plane fitting
Primitive fitting
Our method

2.6
42.6
32.3
54.5
1.2
66.0
66.2
88.4
28.4
55.9
29.2
39.5

Segmentation accuracy [Jaccard index in %]. Per label: red for
mirror symmetries, green for bodies of revolution, yellow for
polylines, blue for planes

Method

1.97
25.35
35.45
44.13
1.59
59.82
56.56
84.25
27.10
28.08
37.54
48.24

Mean
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Table 4.2: Overview of the datasets and comparison of our method with a pure
curvature-based split, plane fitting and primitive fitting [Schnabel et al., 2007].
Continued.
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Dataset

Source

Method of reconstruction

# Points

Orebro

PMVS [Furukawa
et al., 2010]
PMVS [Furukawa
et al., 2010]
SfM [Wu, 2013]

1.7M

Sant’Angelo
Grossmuenster

[Olsson & Enqvist,
2011]
[Olsson & Enqvist,
2011]
[Wu & Agarwal,
2012]
[Hao et al., 2012]
Ours

60K
200K

Fraumuenster

Ours

Trinity Chapel

Ours

SfM [Wu, 2013]
MVS [Jancosek &
Pajdla, 2011]
MVS [Jancosek &
Pajdla, 2011]
SfM [Wu, 2013]

Arch
Colosseum

300K
200K

120K
200K

Table 4.3: The datasets used for evaluation of the ASE decomposition

collections used in prior work. This method is tested on multiple datasets that
have different architectural elements like towers, arches, ellipsoids, planar and
free-form walls. The datasets are summarized in Table 4.3. The majority of
the datasets are a result of running the SfM pipeline, however, some (namely,
Fraumuenster and Grossmuenster) are sampled from a city-scale aerial mesh
(and are very coarse). The results are also shown in Figure 4.14 and 4.15.
We evaluate our results quantitatively by comparing them with our ground truth
segmentations. The segmentation accuracy is measured by the intersection
over union (also known as Jaccard index) for every ground truth label and the
corresponding label. Due to possible over-segmentation, a mapping is needed
between the predicted labeling (where the number of labels can vary) to the
fixed labels of the ground truth segmentation. For every ground truth label, we
first find the label in the resulting segmentation that has the highest intersection
over union score with it. We mark these labels as corresponding. For this
procedure, the ground truth labels are decreasingly sorted by the number of
points assigned to them. This is a similar procedure as used in the PASCAL
VOC challenge [Everingham et al., 2012]. We report the mean accuracy over
all labels.
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4.5.1
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Method Parameters

In this section we investigate the stability of our method against the internal
parameters. Since all the models are metrically scaled, the geometric parameters are fixed to meter scale as described in the text above. The main remaining
parameters are the multi-label optimization weights γ1 (smoothing cost) and
γ2 (label cost). We empirically evaluate the mean accuracy over the ground
truth labels as well as the number of labels that appear in the final decomposition. Using a grid search over a range of feasible parameters we fix these for
all other experiments.
The final values are γ1 = 1 (smoothing cost) and γ2 = 100 (label cost). Increasing γ1 = 1 smooths the labels. It is robust in the range of 1 to 5. Changing
the value of γ2 affects the number of detected labels and is very robust. Only
very low values result in extra labels and hence in over-segmentation. Results
of the grid search for these parameters is shown in Figure 4.11.
Hough voting and RANSAC give qualitatively similar results, and the main
difference is the time needed for computation. This is shown in Figure 4.12.
In this plot, we compare the time needed for finding a mirror symmetry by
RANSAC and Hough voting. Hough voting is implemented efficiently in C++,
while RANSAC is computed with Matlab. However, due to the quadratic complexity of Hough voting, it is an order of magnitude slower on a point cloud
with 350K points. In the future experiments, we use RANSAC for detecting
ASEs as the point clouds we are operating with are relatively large (up to 1.7M
points).
Regarding the time of computation, the main bottleneck of the algorithm is
the final 3D optimization. In Figure 4.13, we show the time taken to do a full
optimization on the Orebro dataset as a function of the number of points in the
dataset. The computational time grows linearly with the number of points.
4.5.2

Comparison to Baselines

In this section we evaluate our method against baseline approaches. Because
of a lack of available directly comparable work, we compare to alternative
ways of unsupervised decomposition of a point cloud. Namely, we investigate
curvature-based segmentation and hard-prior approaches for grouping parts of
the 3D point cloud into coherent groups.
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Figure 4.11: Results of the grid search over the weights of the energy optimization for Orebro dataset.
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Figure 4.12: Running time for detecting a mirror symmetry for Hough space
voting and RANSAC. RANSAC significantly outperforms Hough space voting
as the number of points grows. Note that the time axis is in logarithmic scale.

The first baseline is inspired by [Lafarge et al., 2009]. We detect regularized regions of different curvatures, and run connected components search to identify
the components.
As a second baseline, we iteratively fit planes with an inlier threshold of 0.1
meters until 90% of the point cloud is assigned to a plane. For every ground
truth structural element, we choose one plane that is best at covering it.
As a third baseline, we use a method of Schnabel et al. [Schnabel et al., 2007]
that decomposes a point cloud into a set of primitives like planes, tori, spheres,
etc.
The results are provided in Figures 4.14 and 4.15 as well as in Tables 4.1
and 4.2. As noise in the ground truth is not segmented, to compare the decomposition to the ground truth, we search the connected components of the
resulting ASE decomposition and match the closest connected component to
the corresponding ground truth element. This we also show on top view visualizations in Figures 4.14, and 4.15.
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Figure 4.13: Running time of the 3D optimization (measured on a single core).
The subset of points (from Orebro dataset) are generated by parts of the same
dataset, keeping the point density the same).
The curvature split baseline achieves reasonable results on the meshes that are
not too smooth. On Fraumuenster and Grossmuenster datasets (that are extracted from an aerial mesh), the transition between different components is so
smooth the curvature does not capture it. On other datasets, for example, Orebro, the method is capable of delivering a reasonable decomposition. It should
be noted that sharp edges on parts of the components, for example, a transition
from roof to wall in towers, can lead to splitting of the component into multiple
ones.
Plane fitting produces reasonable results when the objects to decompose are
flat. For suitable landmarks, such as Arch, it is able to capture the ASEs very
well (although ignoring the internal structure of the object). Orebro’s walls are
identified reasonably well, resulting in high scores for their segmentation. The
method fails with towers and arbitrarily shaped constructions, resulting in a
relatively low mean accuracy for this dataset. Finally, in the absence of planar
objects, this method does not provide any reasonable solution (see Colosseum).
The method from [Schnabel et al., 2007] is very efficient at fitting primitives
into point clouds, as it can be seen on, for example, the Arch and Fraumuenster
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Arch

Fraumuenster

Colosseum

Ground truth

Our method

Our method

Schnabel et al. Plane fitting

Curvature split

Orebro

Figure 4.14: Examples of our method in comparison to standard baseline
methods. The baselines fail to capture all structural elements of the landmarks
as they either contain no higher level features (curvature) or enforce hard priors
(plane fitting). Our method successfully decomposes the complex scenes due
to the global optimization of our structural features.
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Trinity Chapel

Grossmuenster

Ground truth

Our method

Our method

Schnabel et al. Plane fitting

Curvature split

Sant’Angelo

Figure 4.15: Examples of our method in comparison to standard baseline
methods, continued.
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datasets. However, it suffers from several drawbacks. First, in the absence of
clear primitive it fails to fit a sensible model (for example, in case of Colosseum, every side is shared between several models). Our method is capable of
dealing with these elements because of the free-form polylines cue. Second,
the primitives are too simple for buildings. This is seen on towers of Orebro
and Sant’Angelo. Different parts of towers that have different width get different primitives (namely, cylinders) assigned to them.
Our method successfully and consistently outperforms the baselines as it is optimized for multiple specialized structural features rather than hard constraints
or split based on geometrical peculiarities. It can be also seen in the quantitative evaluation shown in Tables 4.1 and 4.2.
It prioritizes the structural cues based on the dataset. For Colosseum, that does
not have a strong support for rotational or mirror symmetries, it explains the
whole model based on the polylines. Conversely, Arch is completely explained
by the mirror symmetries, resulting in good scores for all components but the
back wall, where the point support is very weak. For Orebro, the method is able
to capture all four wall and side towers, as well as the two half moon-shaped
structures at the entrance. On every wall the mirror symmetries and plane cues
have to compete as both have a good fit. As a result, two walls are assigned to
planes, and two – to the mirror symmetries.
In case of Grossmuenster, all ASEs are successfully determined. However,
because of too high influence of the pairwise term in Equation 4.7, the area
assigned to a body of revolution of a small tower is extended to parts of the
building itself.
Finally, the Trinity Chapel is a very noisy point cloud with several SfM errors
and very irregular point structure. All considered methods fail to decompose
it. For our method, the main challenges related to this datasets were irregular
point normals and very irregular point density that made smoothing extremely
challenging.
The quality of the segmentation is additionally illustrated in Figure 4.16, where
we show close-up pictures of the seams between different components.
In Figure 4.9 we demonstrate our method for detecting free-form shapes on
several datasets. While detecting floor plans in 2D point cloud projections can
be simplified by a number of assumptions (for example, walls can be assumed
to be planar and be therefore detected with a line detector), our method is
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Figure 4.16: Close-up pictures of the seams between adjacent ASEs demonstrate the accuracy of our method. Left to right: Orebro, junction between the
tower and the wall; Arch: two walls; Fraumuenster: rooftop and the tower.

targeted towards general shapes like curved objects (as straight walls can be
easily detected with other cues, namely mirror symmetries and planes). It can
be seen that the more precise the data is (for example, on Colosseum dataset),
the more likely is the method to return one polyline per component. In case of
noisy thick walls, like in the Arch dataset, a single wall can be represented with
multiple polylines. Adding data awareness to our current method can result in
better performance of very noisy sets.
Overall our method successfully decomposes all models into their ASEs. Failure cases occur when the symmetries or free-form lines are not correctly detected. Usually this is the case for missing data, because this affects any of the
methods as no underlying structural cues exist.
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Conclusions

This work takes a step towards understanding the architectural and structural
elements of landmarks. Although for simple buildings a simple planar abstraction should suffice, we look at architectural landmarks which contain more
complex shapes and structure than usual buildings.
Our method for decomposing 3D reconstructions exploits multiple structural
cues like mirror and rotational symmetries, free-form polylines and planes.
As we formulate it as a multi-label optimization, our method works on noisy
3D point clouds from image-based reconstruction. Experimental evaluation
confirms that the results are state-of-the-art for the decomposition of complex
landmark buildings.
In future work we plan to iterate symmetry extraction and structural element
assignment and infer long-distance graph connections to complete empty areas
of the 3D reconstruction to overcome some aspects of the missing data, as well
as to enlarge the list of detected ASEs as well as researching the extraction of
general 3D shapes [Kalogerakis et al., 2010; Mansfield et al., 2014]. Another
contribution we leave for future work is integrating noise detection into optimization. That will facilitate simultaneous ASE decomposition and generally
image-based Structure-from-Motion dataset denoising.
The understanding of 3D architectural models such as buildings and landmarks,
will pave the way for more automation of creating talk maps [Weissenberg
et al., 2014] and creating more structurally correct textured 3D models [Dai
et al., 2013] for better visualization.

5
Finding Landmark Buildings
5.1

Chapter overview

In urban environments the most interesting and effective factors for localization and navigation are landmark buildings. This chapter proposes a novel
method to detect such buildings that stand out, i.e. would be given the status of
‘landmark’.
The proposed method works in a fully unsupervised way, i.e. it can be applied
to different cities without requiring annotation. The only input required is a
point cloud representing a city where for every building it is listed which points
belong to it.
We tackle the problem from the local to the global level. First, salient points
are detected, based on the analysis of their features as well as those found in
their spatial neighborhood. After that, landmark components are aggregated
into complete landmark buildings.
We show experiments on city-scale point clouds that demonstrate the viability and efficiency of our approach. We also demonstrate the tourist maps we
generate for a city based on the presented score.

5.2

Introduction

Across-the-board visualization of urban data is not necessarily the best way to
aid people navigating, be it as 2D maps or 3D models [Richter & Winter, 2014].
Indeed, in order to maximally assist people, alternative visualizations may be
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preferable. A good example are tourist maps, which may not be metrically
correct, but include the visually salient parts, like landmark buildings that stand
out. One could consider them a mix of 2D and 3D visualizations.
Buildings are the single most interesting and representative objects in a city.
They are often linked to pivotal moments in history or are just stunning to look
at. What makes a building a landmark is not so well-defined in general though.
[Grabler et al., 2008] define landmark buildings as ‘uniquely memorable in
the context of the surrounding environment’. On top of visual aspects such
as unique structural design, level of decoration, or monumentality (visual), a
landmark can also derive from historical or societal connotations (cognitive),
or simply from an exquisite location (structural) [Sorrows & Hirtle, 1999].
Only a few papers have appeared that ease the production of such maps.
[Grabler et al., 2008] produce tourist maps automatically, based on a wide
gamut of criteria. Landmark buildings are suggested by tourist websites, and
are then graded on the basis of multiple characteristics, including color, location, but also shape. The shape features are rather straightforward though,
including not filling a rectangular box well or exhibiting irregular triangular
meshes.
In this chapter, we contribute a method that looks for 3D shapes that stand
out, based on the local context. Indeed, however special a building may be, if
there are many similarly special buildings around, it will be the most ordinary
building that will become salient in this context.
A second strand of related work consists of methods to detect interest points
and features in 3D models to be able to identify important 3D parts.
The work of [Shtrom et al., 2013] in this area defines a local saliency to identify areas in 3D point clouds which may be useful. This approach determines
unique parts and results in local responses.
We propose a method to analyze the 3D models of buildings and to rank them
in terms of how special their structure is.
First, our method takes such contextual influences into account evaluating
across an entire city. Second, our approach aims at automatically discovering
such salient buildings, instead of depending on websites listing them. Hence,
our method also works for smaller towns for which the websites needed by
[Grabler et al., 2008] cannot be found.
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Figure 5.1: Chart for landmark buildings — what makes a building a landmark? Using our our landmarkness measure, we can find a distinction between
buildings. The majority of (ordinary) buildings are grouped together (high density circles on left), and the landmarks stand apart.

Admittedly, this will not capture all buildings regarded as landmarks, but
nonetheless captures most of those landmarks that an average tourist would
like to see due to their special structure.
In the context of this work, ‘special’ is defined in terms of high local similarity yet global rarity. We give a high score for similar points that only occur
within a local neighborhood (low scatter) and a low score to those that occur at
a large distance (high scatter). For this we propose a novel saliency measure.
Additionally, we use discriminative learning for localized component extraction. Finally, we propose a scheme for building-wise aggregation of point-wise
scores. In Figure 5.1 we give a preview of our chart which separates buildings
extracted from a city point cloud into landmarks and ordinary buildings.
To the best of our knowledge we are the first to look at 3D structural patterns
of 3D buildings and at the scale of an entire city. Our results show a clear
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benefit of our proposed method over more directly related work in the field of
point cloud analysis. This paves the way for navigating around the interesting
landmarks [Richter & Winter, 2014; Weissenberg et al., 2014] as well as fully
automated visual tourist map generation [Grabler et al., 2008].

5.3

Related Work

Since this work touches various fields, we highlight the closest topics, i.e. finding discriminative unique elements in a given dataset. The literature here is
related to methods for detecting outliers and mining discriminative patches. In
the following we highlight the cornerstones of each field.

5.3.1

Outlier Detection

Outlier detection methods try to find statistically those elements which stand
apart. Datta and Wand [Datta & Wang, 2006] propose a familiarity feature
as the average distance of a test image to the K-closest training images. The
higher this distance, the less familiar (more novel) an image is.
Zhong et al. [Zhong et al., 2004] train a model from frequent observations and
simply label resultant outliers as special. In this vein, the Local Outlier Factor
method proposed by Breunig et al. [Breunig et al., 2000] uses a neighborhood
and computes the degree of an outlier.
Saliency detection is a mature field itself and elaborate surveys such as [Borji
et al., 2014; Duncan & Sarkar, 2012; Judd et al., 2012] cover more than 250
different methods. The definition of saliency however is not so clear and varies
across papers. In general, the saliency of a data point within a large set of other
data points is defined as to what makes that point unique and discriminant
w.r.t. its surrounding context.
Among the top 2D approaches is Hou et al. [Hou & Zhang, 2007] that analyzes
2D images in a residual spectral domain, which is difficult to adopt for 3D
point clouds.
Other methods consider the rarity of a feature [Escalera et al., 2007] which
uses the unpredictability of local attributes like color and orientation to compute the entropy of local patches. Pop-out features [Gao & Vasconcelos, 2007;
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Goferman et al., 2010] try to maximize the response of a given salient patch
w.r.t. the background — and in [de Brecht & Saiki, 2006] also via neural nets.
Recently, deep learning is employed to more effectively learn the mapping of
visual features to a saliency score [Kruthiventi et al., 2015]. However, in this
work eye fixation data was used as a saliency metric, whereas our method is
completely unsupervised.
Other recent methods also include depth information into the saliency extraction (RGB+D). Desingh et al. [Desingh et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2008] show
that depth is a useful key for saliency detection by computing a local saliency
descriptor based on the distribution of normals in a segmented depth image.
3D keypoint detectors evaluate saliency over the entire spatial context and then
select salient locations for later description. Salti et al. [Salti et al., 2012] provide an overview to evaluate the compatibility of these detectors and descriptions. For example, [Li & Guskov, 2005] detect salient features on point clouds
by comparing the differences of a point’s normal within its neighborhood on
different scale levels (with the goal of point cloud alignment). The main limitation is the purely local detection, without taking into account of the wider
context.
In the domain of methods that work on 3D data, most similar to ours are the
works of Akman and Jonker [Akman & Jonker, 2010] on small scenes and
Shtrom et al. [Shtrom et al., 2013] on a medium-scale city block. The latter
defines a low-level and high-level distinctiveness that operates on two fixed
scales and are finally linearly aggregated. By common definition a point is
considered to be salient if it has a different appearance from the points close
by. We, however, suggest defining a point salient if it looks similar to its local
neighborhood, and the appearance of this local neighborhood is not found in
other parts of the point cloud. This approach leads to identifying larger salient
components and is significantly more robust to outliers, compared to [Shtrom
et al., 2013].

5.3.2

Discriminative Mining

Another approach for finding unique parts is viewing this task as an unsupervised discriminative mining or a clustering (i.e. reduction of the data points)
problem.
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Generally, standard clustering algorithms like K-means, affinity propagation [Frey & Dueck, 2007], etc. can be used, however they suffer from the
frequency curse. That is, very frequent data points dominate over less frequent
ones, hence important rare discriminative points may be missed.
Discriminative clustering approaches like [Dai & Van Gool, 2013; Dai et al.,
2012] start by sampling random data points and training discriminative prototypes. These prototypes are used in ensemble classifications to determine the
feature proximity between data points and hence cluster them more effectively.
In a similar fashion, [Gomes et al., 2010] partition entire images, resulting in
suitable discriminative classifiers. A suitable classifier has the properties of
class separation, class balance and appropriate classifier complexity. Related
is also [Lee & Grauman, 2011], who use curriculum learning [Bengio et al.,
2009] for unsupervised object discovery by starting with the easiest clusters
and gradually increasing the complexity.
As a different approach, discriminative mining starts by a few data samples and
iteratively refines these. Typically, initial clustering of data [Ye et al., 2007] is
followed by learning a discriminative classifier for each cluster. Based on the
discriminatively-learned similarity, new cluster memberships can be computed
by reassigning data points to each cluster. This idea inspired our work and we
formulate the memberships as actual physical parts of landmark components
and buildings. However, it will not work for our problem as landmark points
occur very infrequently compared to non-discriminative components, and second it is infeasible to cluster a city-scale dataset.
In [Doersch et al., 2012; Singh et al., 2012], one can see examples for such
discriminative mining to identify patches which are repeating enough to be
useful but not too frequent to still be discriminative. They use a compact linear
classifier and careful cross-validation to filter out non-discriminative patches
and to avoid overfitting. In [Doersch et al., 2013] the idea was further refined
as a discriminative mode seeking. They discover visually coherent clusters that
are maximally discriminative given weak labels.
In our problem scenario we start completely unsupervised and determine distinctive clusters by their initial saliency which we refine by learning. In summary, in this chapter we present the following contributions:
• A novel point-level metric for building landmarkness that is scale- and
context-independent and unsupervised, hence general for cities.
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• A method for improving the initial landmarkness metric by training a
classifier on the point cloud.
• A way of aggregating the landmarkness score of points for buildings and
a method for developing tourist maps from these scores.
• Experiments showing efficiency of the proposed metric on noisy imagebased 3D reconstruction and LIDAR data.

5.4

Our Approach for Landmark Identification

The goal of our method is to find an unsupervised city-independent landmarkness score. For this we first define a score for each 3D point — based on its
uniqueness. Second, we refine this landmark score by discriminative learning across neighborhoods. Finally, we aggregate the individual 3D points into
complete and coherent buildings. Only for this we exploit OpenStreetMap and
extract building footprints to collect scores from all 3D points within a building.
Overall, the notion of landmark is dependent on the context. For architecture, it
is the particular city that determines whether an object is a landmark or not. For
example, a building having a facade-wide balcony with wrought iron railing
cannot be considered a landmark in Paris, since it occurs frequently grace to
the Haussmannian renovations. On the other hand, such a balcony would make
the building distinctive in Manhattan.
A toy example is shown in Figure 5.2. In a village with many houses and only
a single tree, the tree is special. Whereas a single house in a forest lets the
house, not the trees, stand out.
Moreover, most landmark buildings can be identified as landmark due to their
unique local features such as special iron railing, ornamentation, windows,
ledges, or tower-tops. Exploiting this, we detect unique local features, then
aggregate them to find landmark components (such as roofs, walls, towers)
and, ultimately, to landmark buildings.
Hence, we define our terminology as follows. A landmark building consists of
landmark components. A landmark component comprises distinctive landmark
points (salient points, more generally), each characterized by a descriptor of its
local neighborhood.
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Figure 5.2: Context-dependency of the notion of landmark, illustrated with
our distinctiveness measure for landmarks (red points). Left: almost all unique
points belong to the tree since houses are common. Right: the majority of
unique features belong to the house as trees are common.

Figure 5.3: Our pipeline (shown on one object extracted from the city-scale
point cloud). Left to right: input, landmark score L, components C, refined
landmark score L∗ , building aggregation. The color changes from black (low)
to white (high score).
Our method consists of four major steps, as shown in Figure 5.3. First, we use
a novel measure for landmarkness (i.e. how likely is a point to be a landmark
point). Second, we update the spatial neighborhoods to find landmark components. Third, we refine the measure discriminatively to highlight landmark
points by updating the feature neighborhoods. Finally, we propose various
ways of aggregation of the landmarkness point scores into a consistent building score.
5.4.1

Distinctiveness Measure for Landmarks

In this section, we introduce a simple yet powerful measure of distinctiveness.
Later in Section 5.5 we will demonstrate its benefits over existing saliency
measures in the task of landmark identification.
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1/5=0.2

5/5=1.0

2/5=0.4

Not a landmark
(but noise)
Low local support

A landmark

Not a landmark
(but a common object)
High global support

Figure 5.4: The 3 possible situations a point can be in depending on the spacial
distribution of the look-alike points. The query point is shown in red, while in
blue the top 5 most similarly looking points are shown. The red circle defines
geometric proximity. The point in the left picture does not have points in the
scene that look like it. It is an outlier and when we force to retrieve 5 most similarly looking points they turn out to be randomly spread in the scene, resulting
in not many of them being in the geometric proximity. The point in the right
picture is an ordinary point, there are many of similar points almost uniformly
spread across the scene (as a result, not many of them are geometrically close
to the query point). If the unique point on the tower, the sets of geometrically
close and look-alike points are very similar, indicating a landmark point.

Our intuition is that landmark points are rare unique points, which are locally
similar, yet do not occur everywhere across the context. For example, descriptors of points on a landmark tower are locally similar, yet are different from
descriptors of other points in the 3D city model.
Let P = {pi }N
i=1 denote a set of 3D points pi = (pi , fi ), each characterized
by a position pi in 3D space E = R3 and a feature vector (a.k.a. descriptor)
fi in feature space F = Rm describing the local geometry around location pi .
We use FPFH [Rusu et al., 2009] for a descriptor, but the method is generic
enough to accommodate other 3D point feature descriptors. For every point pi
we define:
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• feature neighborhood N F (fi ), or NiF in shorthand: the set of indices j1 , j2 , . . . , jK of K points with the closest feature descriptors
fj1 , fj2 , . . . , fjK (by Euclidean distance) to the descriptor fi of the i-th
point.
• spatially close points: out of points from feature neighborhood N F (fi ),
the set pj1 , pj2 , . . . , pjK of points that are spatially close to the query
point pi . The spatial proximity is defined by the proximity measure
w(pi , pj ), as discussed later (see Equation 5.1).
• average feature distance: for the points within the feature neighborhood
N F (fi ), mean of the Euclidean distances from the descriptor fi to each
of the descriptors in its feature neighborhood {fj2 , . . . , fjK }.
• average spatial distance: for the points within the feature neighborhood
N F (fi ), mean of the Euclidean distances from pi to each of the points in
the set {pj1 , pj2 , . . . , pjK } and those of the query point.
To introduce the landmarkness score, we consider an example of a building
shown in Figure 5.5. We have computed the above-mentioned neighborhoods
and distances on a larger dataset, and have cropped out one building to demonstrate the distribution of point properties.
In the figure, for every point of the considered building we compute the average
feature and spatial distances and plot them against each other. The distribution
is star-shaped and has three characteristic areas:
Landmark points (red in Figure 5.5): these points have sufficiently similar
feature descriptors in their feature neighborhood. Additionally, the points from
their feature neighborhood are also spatially close (can be inferred from the
low average spatial distance). We consider these points to be landmark points
as they form a set of similarly looking points that don’t occur in the other parts
of the point cloud (otherwise, the feature neighborhood will contain points
from other parts of the cloud resulting in the increase of the average feature
distance).
Ubiquitous points (green in Figure 5.5): for each point of this category, in the
K-neighborhood of the feature descriptors, points are very close to the query
point (resulting in a low average feature distance score). However, the average
spatial distance is high because the points are spread all around the point cloud.
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Figure 5.5: Distinctiveness within feature and spatial neighborhood. Left: a
distribution of the average spatial distance vs. the average feature distance
of the K nearest neighbors. The color maps red to landmark points (similar
and local), green to ubiquitous points like walls (similar but everywhere) and
blue to noise (different and wide spread). Right: our measure L reweighs the
distribution where the landmark points are all clearly separated on the right
side. Bottom: a landmark, where the red towers and roof structures stand out
against the green walls and blue outlier edges.

This is a common case for repeating patterns, such as walls or roofs that are
wide-spread all around the data.
Noise (blue in Figure 5.5): these are points which, within their K-nn feature neighborhood, have many points whose feature descriptors are dissimilar
(which leads to larger average feature distance). Sometimes it is reasonable to
assume that a special point has a distinctive neighborhood (see, for example,
in [Shtrom et al., 2013]). However, in case of considerably noisy datasets this
is a characteristic of a single noise point.
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A notion of local support defining landmarkness is additionally illustrated on a
toy example in Figure 5.4.
Having identified the properties of the landmark points on the 2D chart, we
aim to find a scalar measure that describes how likely is a point to be on a
landmark component. To do so, we use the concept of spatially close points
defined above. We introduce the proximity measure between any two points pi
and pj using Gaussian weights vanishing with distance:


||pi − pj ||2
w(pi , pj ) = exp −
(5.1)
σ2
where the parameter σ encodes our concept of locality. It reflects the expected
size of a landmark component. This weighting gives scores close to 1 for
points that are spatially close to the query point, dropping to 0 if the point
is significantly far away. Such a transformation is more robust to the points
that are far away from the query point: if the point is not within the expected
landmark component size defined by σ, it gets a score close to 0.
We now can define the landmarkness score of point pi by averaging the point’s
proximity measures to its feature neighborhood. More formally,
L(pi , NiF ) =

X w(pi , pj )
|NiF |
F

∈ [0, 1],

(5.2)

j∈Ni

where the cardinality of NiF is |NiF | = K (nearest neighbors), ∀i. Since Equation (5.2) averages the spatial distance weights of points with feature vectors
similar to that of point pi , the more such points lie close to pi , the higher the
score.
The value of L(pi , NiF ) depends only on points from the feature neighborhood
that are spatially close to the query point (other points will contribute with a
result close to 0). That makes the scores of noisy or ubiquitous points equally
low, while keeping the score for landmark points high. This can be seen in Figure 5.5. We color-code the distribution on the left-most plot, and then change
the x-axis to L(pi , NiF ), as demonstrated in the middle plot. One can infer
that the points can be separated just by looking at the L(pi , NiF ). From now,
L(pi , NiF ) is a landmarkness score per point.
Our measure in Equation (5.2) has the following interesting properties. First, it
gives a high score for similar points (in F) that only occur within a local neighborhood (low scatter) and a low score to those that occur at a large distance
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(high scatter). Second, unlike with ball search in F, it allows to choose a large
enough neighborhood K to achieve a uniform statistical significance for the
averaging.
The closest work [Shtrom et al., 2013] measures low-level distinctness by averaging a ratio of the distance in feature space F and the distance in 3D space
E over all pairs of points in a small ball-neighborhood retrieved in F. Our distinctiveness measure differs in many ways, since a) we count the similar points
leading to more robustness w.r.t. minor differences in similar descriptors and
b) the introduction of the notion of scale σ defines a local spatial neighborhood
for similar points. Further, we additionally introduce c) a specific notion of
spatial context, d) our final saliency is result of a discriminative learning procedure. As it will be shown in Sec. 5.5, our approach improves significantly
over the measures of [Shtrom et al., 2013] in the task of landmark building
identification.

5.4.2

Unsupervised Discriminative Refinement

In this section we show how to refine the initial distinctiveness measure by
unsupervised discriminative learning, which does not require manual annotations.
First, we identify landmark components, i.e. parts of a landmark building
which have a high distinctiveness score. Second, these landmark components
are then discriminatively learned to refine their distinctiveness. Both stages are
completely unsupervised. No ground truth training data is needed — making
our method generic for other types of data.

Landmark Component Identification
In this section, we aim to identify coherent, local components of groups of
points covering a distinctive architectural piece, such as a special tower or roof,
i.e. a special part of a landmark building. These groups of points are used as
training examples to learn how the landmark components look like.
First, we evaluate the distinctiveness of every point in the dataset via Equation (5.2). Next, we propose an optimization to identify points that belong to
landmark components. We formulate it as a binary segmentation which assigns
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binary labels xi ∈ {0, 1} to points pi ∈ Pi , where xi = 1 indicates a landmark
point. We denote by G = (V, E) the K-NN graph over spatial locations pi of
the point set, where V is the set of vertices and E the set of edges in G. Our
segmentation is driven by the energy
X
X
E(x, P) =
Θ(pi , xi ) + β ·
Ψ(pi , pj , xi , xj ),
(5.3)
i=1...N

(xi ,xj )∈E

where x = (x1 , . . . , xN ) is a complete labeling over the point cloud P, β is
a balance between the unary Θ(pi , xi ) and the pairwise term Ψ(pi , pj , xi , xj ),
the latter being defined for any pair of points (pi , pj ) ∈ E.
The unary cost Θ(xi ) encodes the likelihood of point pi to be a landmark point,
irrespective of the labels xj in its neighborhood in 3D space E. The initial
unary is composed as

Θ(pi , xi ) =

(
Γ(pi ),
1 − Γ(pi ),

xi = 1
xi = 0

,

(5.4)

where
Γ(pi ) = 1/(1 + exp{−γ(L(pi ) + t)}),

(5.5)

where t is a soft threshold for our measure L in Equation (5.2).
The pairwise cost is the weighted Potts-penalty
(
0,
x i = xj
Ψ(pi , pj , xi , xj ) =
,
−||pi −pj ||2 /(2σs2 )
e
, xi =
6 xj

(5.6)

which enforces spatial smoothness of the labeling solution x. The penalty
vanishes with distance between the two points, and the parameter σs controls
its rate.
We can solve for the global optimum efficiently via graph cuts [Boykov et al.,
2001]. As a result, we obtain spatially coherent groups of points marked as
landmark points.
Next, we consider the subgraph Gl ⊂ G that only contains nodes pi labeled as
landmark and edges between these, and perform a connected component search
to identify landmark components, denoted by Ck (k = 1, 2 . . . C). These components are used for refining our feature neighborhood, hence, our distinctiveness measure for landmarks.
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Refinement of Feature Neighborhood
Since the original distance measure is distinctive yet not necessarily discriminative, we learn a component-specific distance measure by leveraging the segmented components as training data for a discriminative classifier.
Our goal is to reinforce and extend the detected landmark components by updating the neighborhoods N F (fi ) in feature space F and further boosting the
distinctiveness parts. For this purpose, we make use of discriminative learning
to optimize the weighting in function of distance between descriptor pairs. We
employ a random forest classifier [Amit et al., 1996; Breiman, 2001] to learn
how each landmark component Ck looks like.
For each component Ck (k = 1, 2 . . . C), we consider the feature descriptors
of all points assigned to Ck as positive samples, and the descriptors of all other
points in the dataset as negative examples to train our classifiers.
Then, we run a binary classification which results in a C × N matrix P, where
C is the number of landmark components, and N the number of points. Matrix
P contains the prediction for any of the points pi belonging to any component
Ck . Note that one could train a multi-classification classifier, however, this
would increase the memory footprint significantly.
After these predictions are obtained, we update the initial sets of points having similar descriptors N F (fi ) originally obtained by K-NN search in feature
space F. For every point, we consider the classifier that has given it the highest
prediction score, and take the indices of its best K predictions as the indices
of the nearest neighbors. This way we form the new set of most similar points
Ni∗F for each point pi . These new sets yield a new distinctiveness measure
based on Equation (5.2). Namely, our updated measure is
X w(pi , pj )
L∗ (pi , Ni∗F ) =
∈ [0, 1],
(5.7)
|Ni∗F |
∗F
j∈Ni

Finally, all points in the dataset are evaluated against this updated distinctiveness measure.

5.5

Experiments

We demonstrate the effectiveness of our method in finding landmark components and entire buildings which are groups of points consistently identified
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Figure 5.6: Point-wise scores. Left to right, top to bottom: Dlow , Dhigh , Daggr
from [Shtrom et al., 2013], curvature, L, refined L∗ . Each method delivers a
different result: [Shtrom et al., 2013] detects local edges, curvature redundantly
finds shape changes, whereas our method identifies only unique landmark components.
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as interesting, distinctive, and discriminative. We show results for comparison
with baselines and over novel building-wise results which enabled example
applications like tourist navigation, landmark comparison and level-of-detail
rendering.
As the method is designed for large-scale point clouds, we run it on city-scale
point cloud datasets, however, it is generic to work on any 3D point cloud. To
the best of our knowledge, we are the first to provide such city-wide results on
3D point clouds.
The types of datasets for these experiments are (1) an image-based multi-view
stereo (MVS) reconstruction on aerial images which effectively results in a 3D
point cloud (Zurich-MVS, 1.2 km2 , 81M points), (2) two image-based aerial
3D reconstructions which effectively are a 2.5 DSM (Digital Surface Model)
image converted into a 3D point cloud (Toronto-DSM and Vaihingen-DSM,
the latter has uneven point density), and (3) an airborne LIDAR scan, which
also is a 3D point cloud (Amsterdam-LIDAR).
For the purpose of context processing, the 3D models are split into 50x50m
tiles.
We discuss the major parameters of our method (and provide additional experiments on the parameters, scale and context), and show comparisons to closest
related work and for landmark building identification, as well as the novel 2D
building chart.

5.5.1

Implementation details and runtime

Each point’s local geometry is described as a histogram of normals by Fast
Point Feature Histogram (FPFH) [Rusu et al., 2009]. We have experimented
with various support radii for the descriptor and the radius of 3 meters performed best.
We have evaluated the runtime of the method on an 8-core machine with a 3.50
GHz CPU. Calculating the FPFH descriptors takes around 17 minutes for an
area of 400m2 (64 tiles of 50m2 ) with 8.3M points. The current bottleneck
is the search for nearest neighbors on FPFH. For 50 nearest neighbors it takes
about 45 minutes. Training a classifier on a single core for one component takes
around 1 minute, but the process can be parallelized on multiple machines. The
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(a) γ = 0.001

(b) γ = 0.01

(c) γ = 0.1

(d) γ = 1

Figure 5.7: Finding parameters γ and t for optimization from Equation 5.4,
5.5. First, we alter γ to find which value gives the optimal smoothness of the
result (here, t = 0.5). When γ ∗ = 0.1, the selected components selected
are the most smooth (as it can be seen, for example, on the tower). If γ increases, the smoothness is so strong none of the components are selected. If γ
decreases, the selected components contain negative points because of insufficient smoothness.
rest of the pipeline takes 7 seconds to compute. That results in a processing
time of less than one second per cubic meter.
Landmark components are segmented to identify salient building parts and to
provide training data for the refinement learning. The initial segmentation is
based on using Equation (5.3), which uses the initial landmarkness score L. In
a study, we found that t = 0.3 and γ = 0.1 provide the best overall performance (see Figures 5.7 and 5.8 for more details).
Once the landmark components are segmented, we can refine L to obtain L∗ by
training a discriminative classifier. The values of L∗ are shown in Figure 5.6
(bottom right) and 5.19 (right pictures in image pairs). It can be seen that
our discriminative L∗ has much lower values on non-landmark points, while
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(a) t = 0.7

(b) t = 0.6

(c) t = 0.5

(d) t = 0.4

(e) t = 0.3

(f) t = 0.2

(g) t = 0.1

Figure 5.8: Finding parameters γ and t for optimization from Equation 5.4,
5.5. After γ is set to 0.1, we alter t to set the threshold for values of a landmark
component. If t is too high, practically no components are identified, while if
it is too small, almost every point in the set is considered to be a component.
When t∗ = 0.3, sufficient number of components is extracted to cover the
salient parts of the dataset.
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strengthening the high values on the points that belong to landmark components.
We qualitatively investigate the question of whether to train multiple binary
classifiers for each component or to train one multi-label classifier. The results are shown in Figures 5.9 and 5.10. It can be seen that, although training
multiple binary classifiers is more costly, the quality they deliver is better.
Scale study
As mentioned before, the main parameter of our algorithm is σ that defines
the initial estimate for size of landmark components. The overall effect of σ is
shown in Figure 5.11. Despite scale potentially having a strong impact factor,
the actual effect on the landmarkness score is only relative and less significant.
The score increases with σ, since more points are counted to be its spatial
neighborhood. However the relative scores remain identical. In Figure 5.11 this
is shown by the motion of all points to higher scores, with the individual color
distributions remaining almost the same. An alternative visualization is shown
in Figure 5.12. There, we start with a very low value of σ (0.5) and increase it
until 100. For every intermediate value of σ we consider the points that have
a score L higher than a threshold, to be inliers. In the visualization, the color
encodes the value of σ, at which the point was included to the inlier set (red
to blue). The number of nearest neighbors in feature space is not affecting the
results significantly. Increasing the number of neighbors improves the statistic
stability of the results. In a study of the parameters σ and K, we found that
σ = 20 and K = 50 provide the best overall performance.
Context study
Context depends on the area which is considered when searching for similar
3D points. This notion is similar to what is visible at any given point in the
city. To quantify this, we study the area around a query point, in terms of the
50x50m tiles. In Figure 5.13, one can see results an area of a diameter range of
150m (3x3 tiles), 350m, 450m, and 850m (17x17 tiles). In our experiments, we
always query the distance for the central tile. In general, the larger the context
area, the lower the overall distinctiveness score L. However, the distinctiveness
is stable across all contexts and the same points are highly distinctive in all
contexts.
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(a) Multiple binary classifiers

(b) One multi-label classifier

Figure 5.9: L∗ computed with multiple binary classifiers (for every landmark
component, as we suggest) compared to L∗ from one multi-label classifier.
It can be seen that using multiple binary classifiers is beneficial: the roof is
colored more smoothly (red circle), and there is less false positives on the river
(green circle).
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(a) Multiple binary classifiers

(b) One multi-label classifier

Avg. feature distance

Figure 5.10: L∗ computed with multiple binary classifiers (for every landmark
component, as we suggest) compared to L∗ from one multi-label classifier,
zoomed in. In this picture, multiple binary classifiers result in a more smooth
score for the towers (red circles).
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Figure 5.11: Scale study (we show Figure 5.5 (top right) for different values
of σ). The scale σ determines which points are counted to be in a spatial
neighborhood, and hence part of a landmark component. Changing σ mostly
results in a relative shift.
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Figure 5.12: Scale study. The color indicates the scale when the points are
considered a landmark point depending on their neighborhood scale σ. The
closer to red, the smaller the scale.

5.5.2

Point-wise landmark identification

Since our point-wise scoring resembles the notion of saliency, we compare to
the closest measures [Shtrom et al., 2013] which provide a way to score individual points. We further compare to standard curvature estimation, which is
not saliency but a local notion of local change of shape. Note, however, that our
landmark score is aimed at quite a different purpose than point-wise saliency,
i. e. finding unique and interesting landmark component and buildings.
We show the results of our method and the baselines in Figure 5.6. The Dlow
score from [Shtrom et al., 2013] indicates the points that are unique in a very
local spatial neighborhood, resulting in every edge being highlighted. Dhigh
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Figure 5.13: Context study. Left to right, top to bottom: search area for distinctiveness context for 150m, 350m, 450m, and 850m in diameter. The distinctiveness is consistently high ranking for the same landmark components
across all ranges.

from [Shtrom et al., 2013] considers how different the point is from the spatially far points. That results in the highest scores given to outliers and lower
scores spread around the entire point cloud.
In contrast, our L scoring gives the highest values to the parts of the point
clouds that are globally distinctive components, such as the tower top or unusual roofs. The results of L on a whole city tile are shown in Figure 5.19 (top
left).
Our measure best identifies landmark components and buildings. The related
methods either focus on very small elements like corners and cannot identify
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landmark components, or (e.g the curvature) can identify landmark components yet has no notion of distinctiveness and redundantly produces the same
components across the entire city.

5.5.3

Building-wise landmark identification

Here the goal is to identify how likely a buildings is to be a landmark, which
is interesting due to its unusual geometry and rare appearance elsewhere in the
city-scale 3D point cloud.
Each city is unique in its landmarkness patterns and also what type of buildings are considered distinctive. In Figure 5.19 we show an overview of the
results for the 4 different datasets. For instance, in Zurich-MVS mainly different shapes of churches, in Toronto-DSM the remarkable town hall and buildings with special roof structures, in Vaihingen-DSM the vineyard structures
(that are cleaned up after iterative updates) and the house on the hill, and in
Amsterdam-LIDAR the train station and the Oude Kerk are identified.
Given a point to building assignment, one can aggregate the individual point or
component scores into building scores. For the aggregation we took the 95th
percentile of landmarkness scores in every building as a robust score.
Scoring individual buildings also allows to test the robustness of the method
with respect to the scale parameters σ and K. Results of such experiment
are shown in Figure 5.14. Having manually assigned landmark buildings on
the Zurich dataset (we have aggregated subjective choices of 10 study participants), we get a landmarkness score for each building for different values of σ
and K and measure the area below the receiver operating characteristic curve
(ROC curve). As it can be seen in the figure, the value is stable after σ and K
are large enough to capture context.
Visually the same results can be also confirmed on the point level, as shown in
Figures 5.15 and 5.16

5.5.4

Tourist map generation

As an example for navigation we show an automatic tourist path and a 3D
rendering of the most interesting buildings for the Zurich-MVS dataset. In
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Figure 5.14: Our method results as a function of different values of K and σ.
The value measured is the area under the ROC curve compared to a manual
evaluation.
Figure 5.17a we show the aggregated scores for buildings in Zurich-MVS using
splits from OpenStreetMap.
Further, we generate tourist tours along the most interesting buildings, as
shown in Figure 5.17. We formulate the tour optimization problem as gaining as much landmarkness score during the walk that is limited by its distance
(1.8km). If the building is already visited, its landmarkness is set to zero. We
tackle it as a branch-and-bound search problem and can generate the route in
less than 30 seconds. We are building a tree of possible solutions and traverse
it, not exploring the branches that can deliver solutions worse than the currently
best one.
Figure 5.17 also contains sightseeing tours based on various baselines,
e.g. Daggr [Shtrom et al., 2013], curvature and our tourist tour. We also show
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(a) σ = 0.5, K = 10

(b) σ = 1, K = 10

(c) σ = 5, K = 10

(d) σ = 10, K = 10

(e) σ = 20, K = 10

(f) σ = 30, K = 10

(g) σ = 50, K = 10

(h) σ = 100, K = 10

Figure 5.15: Results of altering σ for L. It can be seen that, although the
mean landmarkness of the scene increases with the growth of σ, the relative
landmarkness of different components (e.g., towers) is not a subject to a large
change.
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(a) σ = 10, K = 10

(b) σ = 10, K = 20

(c) σ = 10, K = 30

(d) σ = 10, K = 40

(e) σ = 10, K = 50

Figure 5.16: Results of altering K for L. The higher is the value of K, the
more statistically significant is the measure of L. First, it can be seen that
K = 50, the metric saturates, hence no more than 50 nearest neighbors are
needed for a stable solution. Second, for σ ≥ 10 the metric is stable, as the
value of σ covers the typical size of a landmark component.
an example of a professional tourist city tour designed by Free Walk Switzerland1 .
The two baselines identify mostly local structures and hence collect redundant
amounts of buildings. This leads to shorter tours that only cover a little area
of the city. Our method, due to its global context search, is able to identify
special landmarks more effectively. Our tourist path is the most similar to the
professional city tour.
Finally, in Figure 5.18 we also render a 3D map with buildings with the highest
landmarkness score at various thresholds.
1 http://www.freewalk.ch
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(a) Relative building-wise
scores by our method

(b) Route planned for scores
aggregated
from
scores
of [Shtrom et al., 2013]

(c) Route planned for scores
aggregated from curvature
scores

(d) Route planned for scores
aggregated from our method’s
scores

(e) A professional city tour
plan

Figure 5.17: Landmark-visiting tour on the Zurich-MVS dataset.
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Figure 5.18: Interactive 3D tourist maps (left to right): buildings thresholded
by 90-, 75-, 50-percentile of landmarkness value on a 3D map, giving a view
of the most important landmarks.

We further show how the landmark scoring for identifying buildings can be
used to create a novel 2D chart for buildings, tourist navigation around the
most interesting landmarks, and a benefit for point cloud registration.
In Figure 5.1 we show our novel 2D chart for buildings which separates the
landmark buildings from common buildings.
To aggregate the buildings into the chart, we compute pairwise building-tobuilding distance by comparing the histograms of L∗ values per building,
binned into 10 intervals. Then, we use multidimensional scaling to represent
the buildings in two dimensions. It shows a good distinction between standard
and landmark buildings.

5.6

Conclusions

In this chapter we proposed a new method for finding of landmark buildings
in large, city-scale 3D point sets. Our method identifies components of landmarks (e.g. towers, palaces and so on) that locally stand out and help to identify
landmark buildings.
To that end we introduced a novel saliency distance that outperforms measures
with similar goals from related work significantly. This is confirmed by our results in terms of qualitative point clouds, building-wise aggregation, 2D building comparison charts as well as applied to tourist city tours and interactive 3D
city maps based on context of landmarkness.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to automatically generate
a selection of landmark buildings on a city-scale. In future work we plan to
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Figure 5.19: The initial L (left) and refined L∗ (right) for the four datasets
(Z-MVS, T-DSM, V-DSm, A-LIDAR). The context is calculated over 400m
giving a good overview of strong landmark buildings.
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incorporate more visual and semantic cues from street-side images [Riemenschneider et al., 2014; Martinović et al., 2015], reason about other types and
decomposition of landmarks [Kobyshev et al., 2016c; Bódis-Szomorú et al.,
2015a; Mansfield et al., 2014], and compare further manual tourist guides and
guidance systems [Locher et al., 2016; Mauro et al., 2014].
We also suggest a tourist map of the city of Zurich that is created completely
automatically and demonstrate that our scores are good enough to create a route
that is very close to one that is created manually by professionals.

6
Conclusions
This chapter concludes the thesis, providing a summary of the contributions
and suggesting the directions of future research as well as our vision of the
future of the 3D reconstruction technology.

6.1

Thesis Summary

The first contribution of the thesis is presented in Chapter 2. We suggest a
method for making keypoint matching between two images more efficient by
only considering the points that are likely to be correctly matched. To do that,
we take semantic segmentation of a picture and train a classifier that, taking
a semantic surrounding of a point, returns the likelihood of the point to be
matched correctly. We also propose using semantic information of two keypoints to determine whether they are worth matching without computing the
expensive distance metrics between them. We demonstrate that these methods
make keypoint matching faster. Speed of matching is a useful measure to optimize in the Structure-from-Motion pipeline [Hartley & Zisserman, 2004] as it
is one of the most time-consuming parts.
Then, in Chapter 3 we proceed by suggesting a convolutional neural network
that can improve the quality of pictures taken by a cheap camera. In this work,
we show an example of pictures taken by old mobile phones that are significantly improved using our network. We also present an urban dataset of pictures taken by different cameras. We suggest a method for registering these
images so that for every patch of an image taken by an old mobile phone there
is a corresponding patch of an image taken by a high-end DSLR camera. This
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dataset can be further used to develop more neural network designs tackling
the same problem.
After that, we switch to analyzing 3D point clouds of buildings and cities.
In Chapter 4, we show an efficient method for segmenting 3D point clouds representing buildings into semantically meaningful parts. We demonstrate how
one can use symmetries, floor plans and planes to decompose buildings efficiently into different parts. We observe that even complicated buildings can
be represented by sets of simple elements that we call Architectural Structural Components. We analyze different ways such decompositions can be performed and show that it is robustly working even on large noisy point clouds.
Finally, in Chapter 5, we study city-scale point clouds. We propose a general
observation that for outstanding elements (such as landmarks), the points that
look alike should be located close together. We demonstrate that such approach
is viable on the task of labeling city buildings as landmarks or ordinary buildings. We also show that this notion is robust to the parameters that determine
points’ appearances and spatial proximities. We also suggest a way one can
compute tourist routes based completely on the landmarks detected automatically, and demonstrate that they are on par with professional city tours.

6.2

Outlook

In this thesis we have presented several methods that can make 3D reconstruction more efficient, analyze the 3D models of buildings and cities, and automatically improve the quality of images taken with inexpensive cameras, such
as the ones of mobile phones.
We believe that with the growth of the amounts of images captured by portable
digital cameras in the next decades, city-scale 3D models will become much
more ubiquitous. When the number of images captured on a daily basis is high
enough, such models will become dynamic and will be adjusting every day.
Such a perspective paves the road to automatic analysis similar to what we
have suggested in Chapters 4 and 5 as the models will become too abundant
and unwieldy to be analyzed manually.
Higher density of image coverage, as well as better resolution of cameras will
result in more detailed and less noisy models. That should facilitate develop-
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ment of geometry analysis algorithms that look at finer details of the buildings. If now only high-scale elements (such as domes, towers, uniquely shaped
roofs) are taken into account, with finer models the algorithms can also take
into account window frames, door knobs and other details that, being irrelevant on the coarse scale, are very important for the actual human perception of
buildings.
Considering such future, we believe that the building understanding algorithm
we have suggested in Chapter 4 will be of use for creating high-detail artificial building models of high quality. One of the ways of doing it is creating
a database of clean 3D models (that can be CAD-based or created from real
data and carefully post-processed) to replace the identified architectural components with them. The existing 3D models are already used in research to
facilitate creation of the new models (see, for example, [Kong et al., 2017]).
The number of high-quality 3D models is constantly growing due to development of computer-aided manufacturing, BIM technologies in construction and
architecture and the increasing availability of 3D scanning technology for the
end consumers. Such models can greatly facilitate generation of geometrically
and semantically clean 3D models of new objects by exploiting the knowledge
from the existing data.
The growing amount of data will also increase the capacity requirements for
3D reconstruction pipelines. Although more and more photographs come geotagged, which is very helpful for localizing the image matching problem,
matching remains a bottleneck in modern Structure-from-Motion pipelines.
We have shown that adding semantic information can make the matching process much more efficient. Modern deep learning feature extraction techniques
(see, for example, [Laptev et al., 2016]) already do this implicitly as the convolutional neural networks have enough context and generalization power to
incorporate this information.
In general, large-scale modeling and deep learning being both very rapidly developing fields, we expect the large-scale modeling to take advantages from the
latter. One general issue that remains open with deep learning is large computational complexity. For example, the method that we have presented in Chapter 3 is not sufficiently fast to be run real-time on mobile phones, whose camera quality it is aiming to improve. We would expect development in both machine learning and mobile hardware research to make expensive GPU-powered
servers to become obsolete and the technology to enable real-time deep learning processing even on mobile devices.
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It is also intriguing to see how deep learning is entering the fields that were
unreachable for it before. An example of that is PointNet [Qi et al., 2017], a
deep learning architecture that takes a set of 3D points for input without voxelization. This is the latest trend in geometry understanding that is very likely
to be explored further with the coming research. We believe that such approach
can bring unprecedented generalization potential to 3D shape analysis, similar
to the one we have suggested in Chapters 4 and 5.
In summary, this thesis proposes a set of methods for analyzing 3D shapes,
speeding up feature matching for the 3D reconstruction pipeline and improving the quality of photographs taken by casual users. All these methods can be
used for making reconstruction, analysis and summarization of urban 3D models more efficient. Combining the insights presented in this thesis with deep
learning for solving high level geometry tasks is likely to bring brand new
achievements in the field, which is an exciting direction for the future work.
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